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Students Put Work Before Classes
Freshmen Get Hands-On Introduction To Colle�e
By Jeff Casale, Daily News-Record staff writer; Reprinted with permission from
the Aug. 30, 2005, edition of Harrisonburg's Daily News-Record

Freshman Profile
(Statistics as of Sept. 2, 2005)

Total n umber of freshmen: 402
Number of women: 242
Number of men: 160
Number who graduated in the
top 20% of their high schoool
class: 137 /348 (39%)
Mean SAT:
1062 (up from 1035 in 2004)
Mean high school GPA:
3.5 (up from 3.3 in 2004)
Number of freshmen from Va.:
307 (76%)
Other states represented:
Calif., Conn, D.C., Del., Fla., Ga.,
Md., Maine, N.C., N.J., N.Y., Ohio,
Pa., Vt., W.Va.
Number of Students ReceMng
Academic Scholarships:
10 President's Merit Academic Plus
awards, 41 President's Merit Aca
demic awards, 276 other academic
awards

Nathan Rittenhouse is trying his hand at arts and crafts.
He carefully cuts along the outline of a cat, which has been drawn on the
back of a patterned piece of fabric. Sitting next to him at the table filled with
T-shirts, fabric and stencils, is Anna, a client at The ARC of Harrisonburg, Va.
"I like kitty cats," says Anna, 27. She is one of 18 clients at The Association
for Retarded Citizens on Monday morning [August 29] who is working with
students from Bridgewater College.
Almost 410 of the College's freshmen went out into communities throughout
Rockingham County performing community service. It is the first time the Col
lege has required incoming freshmen to perform charitable service as part of the
orientation process.
"It gives the students a chance to get to know the community," says Jill
Langridge, director of special programs for student affairs at Bridgewater College.
"We view things holistically here, and we believe that this is just another part of
the education process."

'Interesting' Way To Start Year
Having students perform community service in the neighborhoods they go
to school in isn't really a new concept. Langridge said Bridgewater's concept was
modeled after schools including Eastern Mennonite University and Roanoke Col
lege, which she says have successful community service programs.
Students at Bridgewater are required to complete 40 hours of community ser
vice to graduate. In the past, freshmen were required to perform at least 10 hours
of service over the course of a semester.
The extra work doesn't seem to bother the students. In fact, many of them
took the work - some of it physically demanding - in stride.
"It's an interesting introduction to college," says John Cuellar, 17, of Har
risonburg, Va., as he dumps a shovelful of gravel onto the ground. Cuellar is one

of 25 students working with the Friends of Blacks Run Greenway to spruce up
Liberty Park.
''A day before classes start, I'm working in the community digging gravel,"
Cuellar adds. "That's good enough for me."
Christi Wonderley and Danielle Oliver both agree. Taking a break from
working at The ARC, the two 18-year-olds say not only does the activity allow
them to meet new people and try new things, but also it breaks up the monotony
in their day.
"It's really a lot of fun, actually," says Oliver, of Weyers Cave, Va. "You feel
good that you've impacted someone's life in a positive way without really trying."
Adds Wonderley: "I don't know what we would have done with our day
otherwise. Probably just hanging around."

Contributing To Community
Getting out into the community not only allows the students to see what's
out there but also it exposes them to new opportunities and challenges, said Chris
topher Friesen, volunteer coordinator at The ARC, an organization that works
with developmentally disabled adults.
Moreover, he says, it gives them a broader view of society that they might not
have seen if they hadn't invested the time in being a volunteer.
"It's good that students get out into our society and see how other people
live," says Friesen.
Todd Hedinger, chairman of Friends of Blacks Run Greenway, broadened
Friesen's idea even further. He said community service-type of events get students
to understand the importance of community.
Furthermore, he said the colleges and universities in the area are follow
ing a "growing trend" in getting students out into the communities they learn
and live in.
"The truth is, is that a community is really its people," says Hedinger, who
works with students from EMU, JMU and now Bridgewater. "We can't have these
things like Liberty Park without the community investment."
Student Cole Daniels agrees.
"I think we should participate and take care of things around here," says
Daniels, 19, of Warrenton, Va. 'Tm glad to be helping out because we don't just
go to school here, we live here too." ■
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New Faculty
2005-2006 Academic Year

FULL-TIME FACULTY
Douglas Ball

associate professor of education
Ph.D., University of Virginia

Scott w. Cole

assistant professor of theater and
communication studies; Ph.D. candidate,
University of Washington

Valerie Dinger

instructor of foreign languages
M.A., Middlebury College

Paul L. Ewell

assistant professor of business
administration; D.B.A., Nova Southeastern
University

Elizabeth A. "Betty" Hoge

assistant professor of economics and
business; Ph.D. (A.B.D.), University of
Kentucky School of Management

Jennifer

s. Kramer

assistant professor of communication
studies; Ph.D. candidate, Purdue University

Colum Leckey

visiting assistant professor of history
Ph D , University of Pittsburgh

Cathy McKay

visiting instructor of health and exercise
science; Ed.D. candidate, University of
Virginia

Tom E. Rosengarth

associate professor of economics and
business administration; M.A., Bowling
Green State University

Janna Taft

assistant professor of psychology
Ph.D , Florida Atlantic University

Carol L. Webb

College entrance requirements hit a new high at BC in 2005
when all incoming freshmen were required to perform

visiting assistant professor of education
Ph.D., Ohio University

service-learning tasks at 22 public and charitable agencies in
the Harrisonburg-Rockingham County area. Here, /far left and

ADJUNCT INSTRUCTORS

second from left) students are shown clearing trees, brush and

debris from a vacant lot on East Rock Street for the construc
tion of a Habitat for Humanity house, and (right and second from

right) effecting improvements in Liberty Park for the Friends of

Tim Saunders, communication studies
M.S., Syracuse University

James s. Butt, physics

M.S., Air Force Institute ofTechnology
M.Ed., The George Washington University

Blacks Run.
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St u d e nts P u t Wo r k B efo re C l asses
Fresh men Get Hands -On I n trod uct ion T o Co lle�e
By Jeff Casale,

Daily News -Recor d staff writer; Reprinted with permission from
the Aug. 30, 2005, edition of Harrisonbu rg 's Daily Ne ws -Record
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Brid!Jewater Ma!Jazine's New Editor
Charles Culbertson joined the office of college
relations as director of media relations and editor
of Bridgewater Magazine in August. He will begin
editorial duties for the magazine with the Winter
2006 issue.
For the past seven years, Culbert
son has been a media relations special
ist at James Madison University, and
prior to that was an associate director
of college relations at Mary Baldwin
College, where he earned a bachelor's
degree in mass communications.
The author of three books,
Shenandoah Valley Memories,
Staunton, Virginia: A Treasury of
Historic Tales and Our Century Together, he also
has been a freelance writer and newspaper reporter.
Additionally, Culbertson's work has received nu
merous awards from the Council for Advancement
and Support of Education and the Virginia Press
Association. mkh

BC Eases Transfer from Blue RidUe
Community ColleUe
Bridgewater College and Blue Ridge Com
munity College, located in nearby Weyers Cave, are
working together to make a bachelor's degree more
accessible to students from the local area. In June,
Bridgewater President Phillip Stone and Blue Ridge
Community College President James Perkins signed
a Guaranteed Admission
Agreement that will allow
students meeting certain
requirements to transfer
directly from the com
munity college to Bridge
water's bachelor's degree
program.
"The articulation
agreement offers BRCC
students an opportunity to
continue their education in
a small, liberal arts college
setting without having to
leave the immediate area,"
said Stone. "Students seek
ing this type of learning
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environment now have another option available to
them, and we look forward to our partnership with
BRCC."
Bridgewater College is a top choice among
four-year schools for many of Blue Ridge's students.
Under the agreement, students enrolled in Blue
Ridge's Associate in Arts and Sciences Degree pro
gram in the College Transfer Program would work
closely with a transfer coordinator at Bridgewater to
select appropriate courses. In doing so, the students
will meet most of the general education require
ments at Bridgewater College before they transfer.
"We are trying to achieve a seamless system so
that [students transferring into Bridgewater] don't
find themselves far behind in being able to earn a
degree," Stone said.
Among the conditions of the agreement, stu
dents will be required to maintain an overall grade
point average of at least 2.5 and will sign a letter of
intent to enroll at Bridgewater. The application fee
to Bridgewater will be waived for students in the
program. Acceptance to Bridgewater through the
Guaranteed Admission Agreement does not ensure
acceptance into a specific major.
In a letter read at the signing ceremony, 1998
Bridgewater graduate George Norris (and 1996
BRCC graduate) wrote, "I can say with the utmost
conviction that my college years at BRCC and
Bridgewater instilled an unquenchable thirst for
learning ... Shared knowledge is the elixir that
prepares us to challenge the external and internal
circumstances that may arise in our professional
and personal lives. I was fortunate to have excellent
role models that taught these virtues." ■ kdb

Hurricane Evacuee Attends Brid�ewater Colle�e
By Rob Longley,

Daily News-Record staff writer

Reprinted with permission from the Sept. 16, 2005, edition of Harrisonburg's Daily News-Record

Sarah Greer is living a dream - one that took a nightmare
to fulfill.
The 17-year-old started her collegiate career last month at
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College in Biloxi, Miss.
Needless to say, she's finishing the fall semester at another
school - Bridgewater College, as it turns out.
Greer, one of the thousands of college students displaced
by Hurricane Katrina, began classes at BC on Sept. 7.
It's not surprising she turned up at Bridgewater, she says.
She was born in Harrisonburg, graduated from Turner Ashby
High School and, until two months ago, was living in Bridge
water.
She had long dreamed of attending BC. But her heart was
set on a career in marine biology, a major not offered there.
What's more, her family, which
had moved often during her child
hood due to her father's Navy
career, relocated to Gulfport,
Miss., over the summer. So in late
September, Greer began classes at
Mississippi Gulf Coast in nearby
Biloxi.

Most Va. Schools Offering Help
Less than a week later,
Katrina tore through the region,
leveling much of Gulfport and the
surrounding area. Greer's college
announced it likely would be three
to six months before classes resumed.
With the help of her parents, Greer scrambled to find a
school at which to continue her studies.
Bridgewater was a logical choice, she said, since she had
just moved from the area. And the college, like most others in
Virginia, was offering tuition-free admission to as many Katrina
affected students as it could.
Last Wednesday, after a whirlwind application process,
Greer enrolled at BC. So far, she is the only student displaced
by Katrina to enroll there. She will complete the fall semester at
Bridgewater, before returning to the Mississippi Gulf Coast in
January.
"This is the school I always wanted to go to, even though it
doesn't have marine biology," Greer said between classes Thurs
day morning. "It's everything I expected."
As excited as she is, though, it's a bittersweet time for
Greer. She's grateful for the opportunity to attend BC - she

only wishes it hadn't taken a tragedy to get her there.
"That's the thing," she said. "I'm happy to be here. But it's
definitely not the way I wanted it to happen."
Sitting on a bench outside the Bridgewater College library
on a balmy late summer day, Greer finds it hard to believe
that she and her family - father Clifton, mother Judith, and
brother Aaron, 16 - were essentially homeless a little more
than two weeks ago.

'Back In The Stone Age'
The family rode out the storm in their home in Gulfport.
Greer says she wasn't scared when the storm hit - she had
been through hurricanes while living in North Carolina, and
knew what to expect.
"But when we went out the
next day and noticed all the devas
tation, especially near the coast, I
just lost it," she said. "It was eerie
- like we were back in the stone
age. I've never seen anything like
it."
The family's home sustained
relatively minor damage, but was
uninhabitable due to the lack of
power and running water. They
drove to Mobile, Ala., about an
hour's drive east of Gulfport, in
search of a hotel. But the rooms
there were all booked with evacu
ees and others displaced by the storm. The Greers finally found
a room in Montgomery, Ala., about 150 miles further up the
road.
"We had our first hot meal in two days," she said. "And we
were finally able to contact friends and family to let them know
we were all right."
Eventually, Greer, her mother and brother traveled to
Bridgewater, where they are staying with her maternal grand
parents. Her father went back to Gulfport to take part in
search-and-rescue operations with the Navy. He is scheduled to
join the family in Bridgewater early next week.
"They're all going to stay up here for a few weeks before
going back home," Greer said.
The utilities in her neighborhood are expected to be up
and running by then, she explained.
Continued ...See Evacuee on page 7
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Brid!Jewater Maflazine's New Editor
Charles Culbertson joined the office of college
relations as director of media relations and editor
of Bridgewater Magazine in August. He will begin
editorial duties for the magazine with the Winter
2006 issue.
For the past seven years, Culbert
son has been a media relations special
ist at James Madison University, and
prior to that was an associate director
of college relations at Mary Baldwin
College, where he earned a bachelor's
degree in mass communications.
The author of three books,
Shenandoah Valley Memories,
Staunton, Virginia: A Treasury of
Historic Tales and Our Century Together, he also
has been a freelance writer and newspaper reporter.
Additionally, Culbertson's work has received nu
merous awards from the Council for Advancement
and Support of Education and the Virginia Press
Association. ■ mkh

BC Eases Transfer from Blue RidUe
Community ColleUe
Bridgewater College and Blue Ridge Com
munity College, located in nearby Weyers Cave, are
working together to make a bachelor's degree more
accessible to students from the local area. In June,
Bridgewater President Phillip Stone and Blue Ridge
Community College President James Perkins signed
a Guaranteed Admission
Agreement that will allow
students meeting certain
requirements to transfer
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munity college to Bridge
water's bachelor's degree
program.
"The articulation
agreement offers BRCC
students an opportunity to
continue their education in
a small, liberal arts college
setting without having to
leave the immediate area,"
said Stone. "Students seek
ing this type of learning
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environment now have another option available to
them, and we look forward to our partnership with
BRCC."
Bridgewater College is a top choice among
four-year schools for many of Blue Ridge's students.
Under the agreement, students enrolled in Blue
Ridge's Associate in Arts and Sciences Degree pro
gram in the College Transfer Program would work
closely with a transfer coordinator at Bridgewater to
select appropriate courses. In doing so, the students
will meet most of the general education require
ments at Bridgewater College before they transfer.
"We are trying to achieve a seamless system so
that [students transferring into Bridgewater] don't
find themselves far behind in being able to earn a
degree," Stone said.
Among the conditions of the agreement, stu
dents will be required to maintain an overall grade
point average of at least 2.5 and will sign a letter of
intent to enroll at Bridgewater. The application fee
to Bridgewater will be waived for students in the
program. Acceptance to Bridgewater through the
Guaranteed Admission Agreement does not ensure
acceptance into a specific major.
In a letter read at the signing ceremony, 1998
Bridgewater graduate George Norris (and 1996
BRCC graduate) wrote, "I can say with the utmost
conviction that my college years at BRCC and
Bridgewater instilled an unquenchable thirst for
learning ... Shared knowledge is the elixir that
prepares us to challenge the external and internal
circumstances that may arise in our professional
and personal lives. I was fortunate to have excellent
role models that taught these virtues." kdb

Hurricane Evacuee Attends Brid�ewater Colle�e
By Rob Longley, Daily News-Record staff writer
Reprinted with permission from the Sept. 16, 2005, edition of Harrisonburg's Daily News-Record

Sarah Greer is living a dream - one that took a nightmare
to fulfill.
The 17-year-old started her collegiate career last month at
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College in Biloxi, Miss.
Needless to say, she's finishing the fall semester at another
school - Bridgewater College, as it turns out.
Greer, one of the thousands of college students displaced
by Hurricane Katrina, began classes at BC on Sept. 7.
It's not surprising she turned up at Bridgewater, she says.
She was born in Harrisonburg, graduated from Turner Ashby
High School and, until two months ago, was living in Bridge
water.
She had long dreamed of attending BC. But her heart was
set on a career in marine biology, a major not offered there.
W hat's more, her family, which
had moved often during her child
hood due to her father's Navy
career, relocated to Gulfport,
Miss., over the summer. So in late
September, Greer began classes at
Mississippi Gulf Coast in nearby
Biloxi.

Most Va. Schools Offerin� Help
Less than a week later,
Katrina tore through the region,
leveling much of Gulfport and the
surrounding area. Greer's college
announced it likely would be three
to six months before classes resumed.
With the help of her parents, Greer scrambled to find a
school at which to continue her studies.
Bridgewater was a logical choice, she said, since she had
just moved from the area. And the college, like most others in
Virginia, was offering tuition-free admission to as many Katrina
affected students as it could.
Last Wednesday, after a whirlwind application process,
Greer enrolled at BC. So far, she is the only student displaced
by Katrina to enroll there. She will complete the fall semester at
Bridgewater, before returning to the Mississippi Gulf Coast in
January.
"This is the school I always wanted to go to, even though it
doesn't have marine biology," Greer said between classes Thurs
day morning. "It's everything I expected."
As excited as she is, though, it's a bittersweet time for
Greer. She's grateful for the opportunity to attend BC - she

only wishes it hadn't taken a tragedy to get her there.
"That's the thing," she said. "I'm happy to be here. But it's
definitely not the way I wanted it to happen."
Sitting on a bench outside the Bridgewater College library
on a balmy late summer day, Greer finds it hard to believe
that she and her family - father Clifton, mother Judith, and
brother Aaron, 16 - were essentially homeless a little more
than two weeks ago.

'Back In The Stone A�e•
The family rode out the storm in their home in Gulfport.
Greer says she wasn't scared when the storm hit - she had
been through hurricanes while living in North Carolina, and
knew what to expect.
"But when we went out the
next day and noticed all the devas
tation, especially near the coast, I
just lost it," she said. "It was eerie
- like we were back in the stone
age. I've never seen anything like
it."
The family's home sustained
relatively minor damage, but was
uninhabitable due to the lack of
power and running water. They
drove to Mobile, Ala., about an
hour's drive east of Gulfport, in
search of a hotel. But the rooms
there were all booked with evacu
ees and others displaced by the storm. The Greers finally found
a room in Montgomery, Ala., about 150 miles further up the
road.
"We had our first hot meal in two days," she said. "And we
were finally able to contact friends and family to let them know
we were all right."
Eventually, Greer, her mother and brother traveled to
Bridgewater, where they are staying with her maternal grand
parents. Her father went back to Gulfport to take part in
search-and-rescue operations with the Navy. He is scheduled to
join the family in Bridgewater early next week.
"They're all going to stay up here for a few weeks before
going back home," Greer said.
The utilities in her neighborhood are expected to be up
and running by then, she explained.
Continued ...See Evacuee on pa!;!e 7
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Mitchell J. Troup, a 2005 graduate of
Bridgewater College, has success
fully completed the Marshall Un
dergraduate Scholarship Program at
the George C. Marshall Library at
Virginia Military Institute in Lexing
ton, Va.
Troup's project, "Developing
Development: Rhetoric and Policy
in international Development from
Truman through Kennedy," looks at
the complex relationship between
how policymakers thought and spoke
about international development and
how they actually accomplished it
through the policies they implemented.
He examined three main subjects: the pre
vailing theories of international development, the
rhetoric that policymakers used in speeches and
press releases about development, and the actual
policies that were passed.
Troup said he found the relationship be
tween these factors complex and often circular.
For the Marshall paper, he traced the progres
sion of this relationship from the beginnings of
development policy in the Truman era through
the development theories during the Kennedy
administration.
A bound copy of Troup's research is on dis
play in the Lovett Reading Room in the Marshall
Library. In addition, he received a certificate,
$750 in prize money and was presented a copy
of Forrest Pogue's Interviews and Reminiscences
as a "top five" scholar.
Troup, a summa cum laude and honors
program graduate and residence director of
Wakeman Hall at Bridgewater College, said he is
looking forward to eventually attending graduate
school for international studies. ■ mkh

BC Hosts Woodrow Wilson
VisitinJ! Scholar
Bridgewater College hosted Woodrow Wil
son Visiting Scholar Barbara Gottschalk, execu
tive vice president of Seeds of Peace, from Oct.
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30 until Nov. 4. On Nov. 2, she presented a W.
Harold Row Endowed Lecture.
Seeds of Peace is an organization that brings
together young people from Israel, Palestine and
other troubled areas to experience living together
peacefully. The organization has a summer camp
in the United States and a Center for Coexistence
in Jerusalem. More than 2,000 participants have
graduated from the camp in Maine and then
returned to their regions for regular meetings
and coexistence programs. Gottschalk also has
directed social service agencies responsible for
treatment of people with mental and physical
disabilities. mkh

The library will further increase its electron
ic services to free up limited physical space, Bible
adds. Students may access about 9,000 scholarly
journals online, and the library recently invested
in 12,000 electronic books. All of these resources
are accessible in the residence halls and computer
labs.
Bible, a native of the Shenandoah Valley and
graduate of Turner Ashby High School in Bridge
water, most recently was director of the Carn
egie-Vincent Library at Lincoln Memorial Univer
sity in Harrogate, Tennessee. She is a graduate of
the University of Virginia and the University of
Pittsburgh. kdb

Library ChanJ!es Attract
More Patrons

Student Interns on Capitol Hill

Donna Bible, the new director of the Al
exander Mack Memorial Library, doesn't want
Bridgewater's library to become a "dinosaur." In
an effort to prevent extinction, she has orches
trated numerous changes that have increased the
library's foot traffic by about 40 percent since
classes started in late August.
The most visible change, apparent to patrons
as they walk in the door, is the addition of a
small Starbucks coffee shop near the entrance,
meeting a current trend among campus libraries. The shop is a small, self-serve stand that has
drawn positive comments from students, faculty
and staff, Bible says.
Since Bible started working for the College
in June, she and the library staff have worked
collaboratively to make aesthetic changes to
the whole library, particularly the main floor.
The old lace curtains on the windows are gone,
replaced by more modern sun shades, and tall
shelving has been taken down to allow more light
into the area. New carpet will be installed soon,
and framed prints will be mounted on the walls.
Additionally, the computer work stations have
been redistributed to allow more seclusion and
privacy while students or other scholars conduct
research.
Another major change coming is the removal
of nearly 60,000 government documents that
currently are housed on the ground floor of the
library. These documents, she says, take up about
15 percent of the library's space, and most of them
- about 95 percent - are available electronically.

Rachel Dodson, '07, conquered the Hill this
summer. As an intern for Rep. Frank R. Wolf,
the senior (who actually is a member of the class
of 2007) had an opportunity to sample different
aspects of political life, from answering letters
and phone calls to attending press hearings and
observing the Congressman vote on the floor of
the House of Representatives.
A native of Front Royal, Va., the biology
major has been on a mission since being diagnosed
with diabetes at age 10. She aspires to become a
pediatrician, but also is pursuing a minor in politi
cal science so that some day she may become a
lobbyist pursuing additional resources for medical
research.
"[The internship] has strengthened my will
and determination to make a difference in the
medical field," says Dodson, who dutifully left
her home each morning at 5 to make the com
mute into Washington, D.C., for the seven-week
internship. "I would also like to become involved
in public policy in order to influence medical
research and advancements.
Dodson met Wolf two years ago, when she
attended the Children's Congress of the Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation. During her internship this
summer, the House of Representatives passed the
Stem Cell Research Enhancement Act of 2005,
providing additional funding for research that
may help find a cure for juvenile diabetes. "It was
exciting to be present in our nation's great capital
during such a historic passing of a bill," Dodson
says. kdb
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Evacuee... Continued from page s
Enjoyin� the Moment

Greer realizes how lucky she is to
have lost so little in a storm that took so
much from so many people.
"I realize I can't take anything for
granted anymore," she said. "I appreciate
life more and say 'I love you' a lot more
to family and friends. It's a cliche, but you
really don't know what you've got until
it's gone."
As happy as she is for the chance to
go to Bridgewater, Greer says she'll be
ready to go home when the time comes.
"I know I'm going to miss my friends
and family," said Greer, who plans on a
career in marine biology. "I'll be looking
forward to going back."
In the meantime, though, she plans
to get as much as she can out of the
Bridgewater experience.
"It'll be nice to tell people I went to
Bridgewater," she said. "At least for one
semester."
Rachel Dodson
with Rep. Frank Wolf in
his Washington, D.C.,
office.
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Mitchell J. Troup, a 2005 graduate of
Bridgewater College, has success
fully completed the Marshall Un
dergraduate Scholarship Program at
the George C. Marshall Library at
Virginia Military Institute in Lexing
ton, Va.
Troup's project, "Developing
Development: Rhetoric and Policy
in international Development from
Truman through Kennedy," looks at
the complex relationship between
how policymakers thought and spoke
about international development and
how they actually accomplished it
through the policies they implemented.
He examined three main subjects: the pre
vailing theories of international development, the
rhetoric that policymakers used in speeches and
press releases about development, and the actual
policies that were passed.
Troup said he found the relationship be
tween these factors complex and often circular.
For the Marshall paper, he traced the progres
sion of this relationship from the beginnings of
development policy in the Truman era through
the development theories during the Kennedy
administration.
A bound copy of Troup's research is on dis
play in the Lovett Reading Room in the Marshall
Library. In addition, he received a certificate,
$750 in prize money and was presented a copy
of Forrest Pogue's Interviews and Reminiscences
as a "top five" scholar.
Troup, a summa cum Laude and honors
program graduate and residence director of
Wakeman Hall at Bridgewater College, said he is
looking forward to eventually attending graduate
school for international studies.
mkh
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Visitinfl Scholar
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son Visiting Scholar Barbara Gottschalk, execu
tive vice president of Seeds of Peace, from Oct.
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30 until Nov. 4. On Nov. 2, she presented a W.
Harold Row Endowed Lecture.
Seeds of Peace is an organization that brings
together young people from Israel, Palestine and
other troubled areas to experience living together
peacefully. The organization has a summer camp
in the United States and a Center for Coexistence
in Jerusalem. More than 2,000 participants have
graduated from the camp in Maine and then
returned to their regions for regular meetings
and coexistence programs. Gottschalk also has
directed social service agencies responsible for
treatment of people with mental and physical
disabilities. mkh

Library Chanfles Attract
More Patrons
Donna Bible, the new director of the Al
exander Mack Memorial Library, doesn't want
Bridgewater's library to become a "dinosaur." In
an effort to prevent extinction, she has orches
trated numerous changes that have increased the
library's foot traffic by about 40 percent since
classes started in late August.
The most visible change, apparent to patrons
as they walk in the door, is the addition of a
small Starbucks coffee shop near the entrance,
meeting a current trend among campus libraries. The shop is a small, self-serve stand that has
drawn positive comments from students, faculty
and staff, Bible says.
Since Bible started working for the College
in June, she and the library staff have worked
collaboratively to make aesthetic changes to
the whole library, particularly the main floor.
The old lace curtains on the windows are gone,
replaced by more modern sun shades, and tall
shelving has been taken down to allow more light
into the area. New carpet will be installed soon,
and framed prints will be mounted on the walls.
Additionally, the computer work stations have
been redistributed to allow more seclusion and
privacy while students or other scholars conduct
research.
Another major change coming is the removal
of nearly 60,000 government documents that
currently are housed on the ground floor of the
library. These documents, she says, take up about
15 percent of the library's space, and most of them
- about 95 percent - are available electronically.

The library will further increase its electron
ic services to free up limited physical space, Bible
adds. Students may access about 9,000 scholarly
journals online, and the library recently invested
in 12,000 electronic books. All of these resources
are accessible in the residence halls and computer
labs.
Bible, a native of the Shenandoah Valley and
graduate of Turner Ashby High School in Bridge
water, most recently was director of the Carn
egie-Vincent Library at Lincoln Memorial Univer
sity in Harrogate, Tennessee. She is a graduate of
the University of Virginia and the University of
Pittsburgh. kdb

Student Interns on Capitol Hill
Rachel Dodson, '07, conquered the Hill this
summer. As an intern for Rep. Frank R. Wolf,
the senior (who actually is a member of the class
of 2007) had an opportunity to sample different
aspects of political life, from answering letters
and phone calls to attending press hearings and
observing the Congressman vote on the floor of
the House of Representatives.
A native of Front Royal, Va., the biology
major has been on a mission since being diagnosed
with diabetes at age 10. She aspires to become a
pediatrician, but also is pursuing a minor in politi
cal science so that some day she may become a
lobbyist pursuing additional resources for medical
research.
"[The internship] has strengthened my will
and determination to make a difference in the
medical field," says Dodson, who dutifully left
her home each morning at 5 to make the com
mute into Washington, D.C., for the seven-week
internship. "I would also like to become involved
in public policy in order to influence medical
research and advancements.
Dodson met Wolf two years ago, when she
attended the Children's Congress of the Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation. During her internship this
summer, the House of Representatives passed the
Stem Cell Research Enhancement Act of 2005,
providing additional funding for research that
may help find a cure for juvenile diabetes. "It was
exciting to be present in our nation's great capital
during such a historic passing of a bill," Dodson
says. kdb
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Enjoying the Moment
Greer realizes how lucky she is to
have lost so little in a storm that took so
much from so many people.
"I realize I can't take anything for
granted anymore," she said. "I appreciate
life more and say 'I love you' a lot more
to family and friends. It's a cliche, but you
really don't know what you've got until
it's gone."
As happy as she is for the chance to
go to Bridgewater, Greer says she'll be
ready to go home when the time comes.
"I know I'm going to miss my friends
and family," said Greer, who plans on a
career in marine biology. "I'll be looking
forward to going back."
In the meantime, though, she plans
to get as much as she can out of the
Bridgewater experience.
"It'll be nice to tell people I went to
Bridgewater," she said. "At least for one
semester."
Rachel Dodson
with Rep. Frank Wolf in
his Washington, D.C.,
office.
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By Karen Doss Bowman, '91

Dodson (left) and
his team teacher and
former peer tutor Tim
Leach, '07, show off the
"Survivor" wall in
their special
education classroom.
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Chris Dodson, '91, is leading a double life. By day; he is a special education teacher; after school hours,
the girls' varsity basketball coach at Spotswood High School in Rockingham County; Va. In both roles, he
pushes his students to achieve beyond others' expectations.
Last spring, after just three years as the girls' varsity basketball coach, he led his team to the state
championship title. And during the last decade as a special education teacher, he has challenged his severely
disabled students to do things they've never done before - such as walking or talking - as well as starting a
program that has helped integrate his students into the school's larger community.
W hen Dodson began teaching at the school in 1993, his special education students were isolated in one
classroom all day; even at lunchtime. Realizing that their special needs already limited them to contact pri
marily with family members or teachers, Dodson believed the students would need to learn to communicate
with many different people before graduating and entering the "real world."
Dodson started a peer tutor program in 1995, when he was
Spotswood's junior varsity football coach - he required his players
to drop by his special needs class once a week in order to play. Before
long, the athletes were bringing their friends along to visit the class,
and during the past 10 years, the program has grown to into an
elective, credit course that includes 42 mainstream students, Dodson
even has a waiting list ofadditional students ready to serve when
called.
"In [real] life, our kids aren't going to be isolated to a room,"
says Dodson, "We thought it was just big for them to learn to talk to
all kinds ofpeople. And by bringing regular ed kids in, they start to
see that our kids are just like them, but they have a whole lot more
trouble communicating and getting their point across."
Each peer tutor comes into the special education classroom for
an hour a day to assist with academic and computer tasks, job skills
training and communication skills. But mostly; they become friends
with the special education students, developing an understanding
and compassion for people with disabilities, and acting as the stu
dents' biggest advocates in the school community; Dodson says.
"We're all alike in some small way; and the ones ofus that are
so-called 'normal' communicate in so many different ways," Dodson
says, joking that many ofhis Bridgewater teammates on the football
field had trouble understanding his Southern drawl.
A special project for the class is collecting celebrity autographs - from music stars to famous athletes
- and several thousand are posted all around the classroom. One wall is even dedicated to the reality televi
sion show "Survivor." Dodson has gotten to lmow some ofthe "Survivor" cast members and has even been
invited to New York for the taping ofthe show's season finale.
Several ofhis former peer tutors have been inspired to become special education teachers themselves.
One ofthose former students, Tim Leach, graduated from Bridgewater in 2001 and is now one ofDodson's
team teachers at Spotswood. Another of Dodson's former students, Elizabeth Dedrik, is a senior at
Bridgewater studying special education.
Dodson and Leach agree that the pleasant disposition ofthe special education students is what drew
them to the field. They describe their students as always happy and smiling, and they enjoy becoming
closely involved with the students' families, assisting with decisions such as determining what kind ofwheel
chair to purchase or shaping their communication styles.
"In regular education, you get to be a part ofa very small part ofwhat the students do," Dodson says.
"In our class, being a self-contained classroom, we get to be a part oftheir entire lives."
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Chris Dodson, '91, is leading a double life. By day, he is a special education teacher; after school hours,
the girls' varsity basketball coach at Spotswood High School in Rockingham County, Va. In both roles, he
pushes his students to achieve beyond others' expectations.
Last spring, after just three years as the girls' varsity basketball coach, he led his team to the state
championship title. And during the last decade as a special education teacher, he has challenged his severely
disabled students to do things they've never done before - such as walking or talking - as well as starting a
program that has helped integrate his students into the school's larger community.
When Dodson began teaching at the school in 1993, his special education students were isolated in one
classroom all day, even at lunchtime. Realizing that their special needs already limited them to contact pri
marily with family members or teachers, Dodson believed the students would need to learn to communicate
with many different people before graduating and entering the "real world."
Dodson started a peer tutor program in 1995, when he was
Spotswood's junior varsity football coach - he required his players
to drop by his special needs class once a week in order to play. Before
long, the athletes were bringing their friends along to visit the class,
and during the past 10 years, the program has grown to into an
elective, credit course that includes 42 mainstream students. Dodson
even has a waiting list of additional students ready to serve when
called.
"In [real] life, our kids aren't going to be isolated to a room,"
says Dodson. "We thought it was just big for them to learn to talk to
all kinds of people. And by bringing regular ed kids in, they start to
see that our kids are just like them, but they have a whole lot more
trouble communicating and getting their point across."
Each peer tutor comes into the special education classroom for
an hour a day to assist with academic and computer tasks, job skills
training and communication skills. But mostly, they become friends
with the special education students, developing an understanding
and compassion for people with disabilities, and acting as the stu
dents' biggest advocates in the school community, Dodson says.
"We're all alike in some small way, and the ones of us that are
so-called 'normal' communicate in so many different ways," Dodson
says, joking that many of his Bridgewater teammates on the football
field had trouble understanding his Southern drawl.
A special project for the class is collecting celebrity autographs - from music stars to famous athletes
- and several thousand are posted all around the classroom. One wall is even dedicated to the reality televi
sion show "Survivor." Dodson has gotten to know some of the "Survivor" cast members and has even been
invited to New York for the taping of the show's season finale.
Several of his former peer tutors have been inspired to become special education teachers themselves.
One of those former students, Tim Leach, graduated from Bridgewater in 2001 and is now one of Dodson's
team teachers at Spotswood. Another of Dodson's former students, Elizabeth Dedrik, is a senior at
Bridgewater studying special education.
Dodson and Leach agree that the pleasant disposition of the special education students is what drew
them to the field. They describe their students as always happy and smiling, and they enjoy becoming
closely involved with the students' families, assisting with decisions such as determining what kind of wheel
chair to purchase or shaping their communication styles.
"In regular education, you get to be a part of a very small part of what the students do," Dodson says.
"In our class, being a self-contained classroom, we get to be a part of their entire lives."
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D.C. Flory as a young man.
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A clefining moment in Daniel Christian Flory's life occurred when he
just il.0 years old. He was sent from the field to return a mowing scythe
to t e bar , but curiosity got the best of him as he stopped along the road
to cut dowu a large mullein stalk. The future Bridgewater College founder
feH into the s t e, nearly severing his right leg.
Persistent relatives and neighbors persuaded the attending doctor not to
amputate the limb, which was attached only by a tendon. "It was not mod
ern medical science in a standard hospital that saved the boy," wrote Flory's
son, Byron Flory Sr., in his biography of his father, "but, instead, the kind
hands of relatives and neighbors, who for the first five days placed a new
cloth that had been dipped into the cool water drawn from the nearby well
upon the knee each fifteen minutes."
After the injury healed, the leg remained weak for years. When Flory
was 14, he spent several days helping his two older brothers gather their
harvest. The leg finally gave out, and Flory was forced to rest. While con
valescing, he overheard his brothers say that they believed he would not be
able to earn a living on his own and that it would be their duty to support
him.
Flory was determined to prove them wrong.
This same spunk and resolve would serve Flory well as he began formu
lating ideas for starting a church-affiliated institution of higher education
in Virginia. Facing resistance from fellow members of the Church of the
Brethren, as well as ridicule from colleagues at Juniata College in Pennsylva
nia, who said that "no one in Virginia had brains enough to start a school,"
Flory founded the Spring Creek Normal School in 1880.
Even as a young boy, D.C. Flory was a serious student who held educa
tion in high esteem. He attended elementary school in an old log school
house located near his home in New Hope, Va. His high school years were
spent in earnest preparation for college. His teacher, Professor W.A. Bowles,
once remarked about Flory: "He was one of the most studious, painstaking
pupils I ever taught, and as a result his progress was excellent."
When Flory's father, Isaac, died at 43, he left to each of his children
$1,000. In 1875, Flory used that inheritance to enroll at the University of
Virginia, where he studied for three consecutive sessions, taking courses
such as Latin, modern languages and mathematics.

Flory taught at Juniata
College, the first Church
of the Brethren-affiliated
school, in Huntingdon,
Pa., during the 1878-79
academic year. While
living there, the idea of
establishing a church
related school in
Virginia was planted
in his mind. His col
leagues, questioning
the abilities of any
Virginian, didn't
believe such an
institution could
be established. "Therefore, D.C. Flory discontinued teaching at Juniata,
full determined to prove Virginia brains equal to those of any other state or
people," wrote Byron Flory Sr.
After moving back to his home, he taught for a year at the Beaver
Creek Graded School. Some forward-thinking leaders of the church encour
aged his plans to start a school, and urged him to do so in the Shenandoah
Valley. "Being a man of strong conviction and determination, he refused to
be sidetracked in this aspiration," wrote Byron Flory Sr. "The year spent
teaching in the public schools at Beaver Creek served only as a vantage
point from which to launch his church school project."
The commonwealth of Virginia experienced a growing need for teacher
training institutions after the public school system was established in the
state in 1870. Additionally, Flory dreamed of a school where young people
in the church could attend and receive "a broad, liberal education while
surrounded by 'wholesome moral and religious influences," wrote Francis
Fry Wayland in his book, Bridgewater College: The First Hundred Years,

Pages from the Spring Creek
Normal School's catalog from
the first session, 1880-1881.

1880-1980.
Though a number of Flory's fellow Brethren believed the pursuit of
higher education was worldly and pure vanity, "calculated to lead us astray
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valescing, he overheard his brothers say that they believed he would not be
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in Virginia. Facing resistance from fellow members of the Church of the
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When Flory's father, Isaac, died at 43, he left to each of his children
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aged his plans to start a school, and urged him to do so in the Shenandoah
Valley. "Being a man of strong conviction and determination, he refused to
be sidetracked in this aspiration," wrote Byron Flory Sr. "The year spent
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point from which to launch his church school project."
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training institutions after the public school system was established in the
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PaQes from the SprinQ Creek
Normal School's cataloQ from
the first session, 7 880-1887.
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D.C. Flory and his wife, Catherine
Driver Flory. The couple was mar
ried in December 1880.
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from the faith and obedience to the Gospel and from the humble ways of
the Lord," wrote Wayland, the young man was encouraged by other church
leaders, including his uncle Martin P. Miller, who was the maternal grandfa
ther of former Bridgewater College president Dr. Warren D, Bowman,
In September 1880, Flory opened the summer normal school for teach
ers at Spring Creek - it was later named the Spring Creek Normal School
and Collegiate Institute. Though Flory started the school for Brethen young
adults, scholars from all sects and creeds were welcome, and several of the
first students were not Brethren. According to Wayland's book, six stu
dents ("five boys and one girl") enrolled in the school for that first session.
Throughout the session, more students trickled in, and the total enroll
ment during the 1880-81 session was 29. Tuition was $3 per month, and
boarding in private family homes - including "fuel and light" - was $10 per
month.
As he took on the challenge of setting up the normal school, Flory's
thoughts also turned to romance. He and Catherine S. Driver, whose family
had lived on a neighboring farm for five years, had become close friends.
One weekend during the fall of 1880, Flory rode on horseback from his
home in Spring Creek to the Driver farm, covering a distance of nearly 30
miles, a journey that took hours. Writes Byron Flory Sr.: "The visit was
both pleasant and routine in every detail ... upon returning D.C. Flory im
mediately sat down and wrote a letter asking Elder Driver for the hand of
his daughter in marriage." The couple wed on Dec. 23, 1880, in the midst
of a deep snow. They lived in Spring Creek, near the school building, until
the summer of 1882, when the school was moved to Bridgewater. That
same year, the school was renamed the Virginia Normal School.
Flory was a teacher and principal of the school until 1886, when he
resigned. Some have speculated that tensions had developed between the
founder and the trustees. "Perhaps his decision was a little premature, as it
is known that his leaving at that time was a lifelong regret, a subject which
he rarely ever discussed with his family or friends," wrote Byron Flory Sr.
Even so, Flory remained loyal to and supportive of his beloved Bridge
water College for the rest of his life. He was often invited to lead revivals
and chapel services at the school, and he was appointed to the board of
trustees in 1904, a position he held until his death 10 years later. "To the

end of his days," wrote Wayland, "he was proud of
the role he had played in getting the school started."
Byron Flory Sr. recalled in the biography that his father
had a lifelong dream of walking the streets of Jerusalem
and touring the Holy Land, but willingly sacrificed that
trip in order to pay for seven of his eight children to at
tend Bridgewater.
Leaving the College in 1886 opened up new career
options for Flory, who was immediately hired as a practi
cal surveyor in the Bridgewater community. Flory also
was a successful farmer for many years and served as an
engineer for the construction of many of the steel bridges
spanning South and Middle rivers and Christian's Creek in
Augusta County.
In 1888, Flory was called to the ministry and was or
dained to Eldership in 1906. His 25-year ministry was very
effective and included the founding of the Staunton (Va.)
Church of the Brethren. Flory also was an evangelist who
traveled throughout the Eastern United States - and he didn't
mince words about salvation.
During one revival at Sam's Creek, Md., recall Flory's grandsons Byron
Jr. and Daniel, their grandfather noticed the Elder C.D. Bonsack entering
the meeting late. Flory said, "Greetings, Brother Bonsack. I know that you
tell me I should preach more about the love of Christ, but I have been giv
ing them a little 'hell fire' tonight."
It was during a trip to preach at several revivals in Indiana in Novem
ber 1914 that Daniel Christian Flory died. His obituary noted that, "His
often expressed desire that he wanted to die preaching was fulfilled."
Byron Jr., who never knew his grandfather, believes Elder Flory would
be pleased with the institution Bridgewater College has become in 125
years. And the founder also would be happy that so many of his descen
dants have graduated from Bridgewater. "I think he would be pleased
and astonished at the campus today," Byron says. "I think he'd be greatly
pleased and delighted to see what has happened in 125 years." ■

An undated photograph of
D.C. Flory in his later years.
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ughty-five high-school students from throughout the Eastern Seaboard descended on Bridgewater Col
July 31 to Aug. 5 to participate in the ninth annual High School Leadership Academy, where ex
ceptional rising juniors and seniors learned the ins and outs of what makes (and doesn't make) a good leader.
The 2005 program followed a proven format of workshops, seminars and extensive indoor and outdoor
activities designed to develop ethical leadership traits and skills.
HSLA was sponsored by the Zane D. Showker Leadership Institute, which was established in 2002 to
help promote leadership and civic responsibility.
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"HSLA gives participating students the opportunity to develop and enhance leadership skills while
gaining new perspectives on leadership," says Dr. Karen Wigginton, vice president for College Relations and
HSLA director. "Additionally, it gives Bridgewater College students who serve as student facilitators a chance
to apply leadership skills while continuing to learn."
Wigginton says that while HSLA has always been a successful program for Bridgewater, the last two
years have seen an upswing in participation. She says the College has incorporated more sessions from leaders
in the business community and included a session that provides an international perspective on leadership.
This year, Wigginton says, HSLA hosted participants from eight states; last year, six states were represented.
Wigginton also praises the students who traveled to BC for a week of intensive leadership training.
"They are amazing," she says. "They come here eager to learn, share their experiences, and develop new
friendships. These are all students who have been identified by their schools as people who are or who have
the potential to be good leaders, so they share that common interest."
Of course, integral to the success of HSLA were the presenters - local, state and national leaders who
shared their secrets of leadership with Academy participants. While each speaker differed in style and each
address varied in content, common denominators appeared again and again to reinforce the components of
leadership.
"The presenters did an outstanding job of giving the students a good mix of classroom discussion and
application," Wigginton says. "They helped them discover various ways of understanding and responding to
situations or perspectives that may not always be popular."

The Presenters
Bridgewater College alumnus and daughter of the late Zane D. Showker, zanene Showker Hahn, '77,
provided the HSLA's opening address, titled "Life Gets In the Way." Hahn, who majored in history and po
litical science with minor studies in English and journalism, believes that involvement in church and com
munity is a privilege and responsibility and considers it a blessing to be able to share her faith in everyday
life. That core message - fealty to a higher spiritual power and responsibility to mankind - could be found,
in one form or another, in nearly every other presentation during the Academy's six-day run.
Staunton Mayor G. John Avoli and State Sen. Mark D. Obenshain held their student audiences
spellbound as they spoke about the roles they play in the community. Avoli, who was elected to Staunton
City Council in 1990 and has served as mayor since 1992, was born in Italy and immigrated to America in
1960. His story of how to achieve success and attain leadership traits served as an inspiration to students,
who peppered him with questions about his life and leadership style.

■
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Obsenshain - a Republican who embraces the "principles of limited government upon which our nation was founded"
- quickly engaged his audience with discussions about recent Supreme Court decisions and how leaders on the individual
and community level can make a difference.
Bridgewater College alumnus, two-time HSLA participant, three-time HSLA student facilitator and paralegal Justin
Pruett, '05, presented a seminar that focused on the qualities of the servant leader. He highlighted the benefits and pitfalls of
servant leadership, and expounded on the countless challenges that they face - particularly in relation to personal integrity.
Harriet "Betsy" Hayes, assistant sociology professor at Bridgewater, shared her expertise in conflict resolution with
HSLA participants. Conflict, she noted, is inevitable in any group, and is neither good nor bad in itself. "It is," she said,

"how we manage the dispute that leads to definitions of conflict as either constructive or deconstructive." The session
provided students with an opportunity to reflect on personal temperaments and strategies for dealing with conflict.
The topic "International Leadership" was presented by Jamie Frueh, assistant professor of world politics at Bridge
water. ''As the world becomes increasingly interconnected," he told HSLA participants, "it is imperative that you, as the
leaders of tomorrow, develop a global perspective, a worldview that will allow you to see beyond your own experiences and
understandings to become a responsible member of our larger global community."
Jeffrey H. Pierson is a professor of communication studies at Bridgewater and also serves as department chair. His
presentation, "Effective Communication," centered on the ability to successfully communicate one's thoughts and ideas.
That ability, he stressed, is an "absolute requirement for the practice of leadership." In this workshop, students learned
methods of accomplishing good communications in a number of settings.
The finer points of "Gender and Leadership" were presented by Melanie Laliker, who teaches interpersonal, roman
tic and gender communication in Bridgewater College's department of communication studies. The seminar answered
the following question: "If men are from Mars and women are from Venus, how can we communicate, let alone engage
in effective leadership?"
Lee Corder, chaplain for the Washington Redskins and senior vice president for Young Life, returned to HSLA this year
for another successful exchange of ideas and methods with students. Using athletes and other famous leaders as examples,
Corder challenged students to be leaders of character and humility. Some of his tips for good leadership included not being
afraid to fail, doing more than is expected and helping others to be successful.
The president of Nielsen Construction Co., in Harrisonburg, Va., John Neff, spoke on "Delivering the Magic in Your
Career and Life." The topic addressed the importance of balancing one's faith, family, career and community service in
prioritizing life. He reflected on the five secrets of success as defined and presented by Walt Disney, and focused on his true
calling - glorifying God.
Bridgewater College staff members carrie Harman, '04, Whitney Stroop, '01, and Bill Miracle noted that "we can't
make you into a cheerleader, prom queen or football star, but we can give you the best hints all-around to become the
stellar leader that you are." The session challenged students to creatively plan an event for their high schools. Harman is
assistant director of student activities and summer conference coordinator for BC; Stroop is director of the Kline Cam
pus Center and assistant director of student activities; and Miracle is dean of students at Bridgewater.
Steve Watson is associate professor of philosophy and religion and the men's tennis coach at Bridgewater College.
His seminar, "Putting It All Together," required students to demonstrate the skills they learned during the week. The
tasks focused on individual and group leadership, followed by a discussion.
Montevideo Middle Sc.hool teacher Joe Showker discussed his views on goal setting and team play for achievements.
His discussion centered on four aspects of goal setting: what you want and why, what you're willing to give up to achieve
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goals, involvement with associations and planning your work.
Bridgewater football coach Mike Clark spoke about "Ethics and Leadership," and emphasized the importance of
mentors - people who, he said, provide the "voice" that is always present when leaders must make ethical decisions.
Although Bridgewater's director of admissions and marketing Jonathan Brush, '99, did not give an address or
seminar on leadership, his "College Q&/Jt question-and-answer session was one of the most popular and informative at
this year's HSLA. How to choose a college, what to look for in a college and why is it important to visit a college campus
were just some of the areas covered in Brush's session.

The Faeilitators and the Partieipanb;
Bridgewater College students serve as facilitators at HSLA, each managing a group of 8 to 10 participants. Their job
is to mold the group into a cohesive unit, get participants to and from sessions and, frequently, to provide the impetus for
discussions and activities - all the while allowing group members to take the lead and voice their own opinions.
Melissa Lyons came to Bridgewater in the summer of 2001 as an HSLA participant. A senior in high school, she and
roommate Brooke Brede! fell in love with BC and, as a result of HSLA, made Bridgewater their college of choice. In 2003,
at the end of her freshman year, Lyons joined the HSLA staff as a facilitator and has served in that capacity for three years.
Brede! also served as a facilitator in 2003 and 2004.
"I believe that HSLA is extremely effective and is an absolutely amazing program," Lyons says. "It's not often that a large
group of highly respectable individuals get to spend a week learning from each other, while having fun at the same time."
She pointed to an e-mail she and other HSLA facilitators received from participant Jonathan Pierce:
"W hen I came there," Pierce wrote, "I was thinking about making new friends and just hanging out for a week. When I
left, it felt as if I left my family behind."
Participant Rachel Thomas attended HSLA because its reputation had reached her, and she wanted to "learn about
myself and how to lead others in different situations."
"I would recommend the program to anyone my age," Thomas says. "It's a great opportunity for students to get to
gether and talk about serious issues and to learn about themselves from a leadership standpoint." ■
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Obsenshain - a Republican who embraces the "principles of limited government upon which our nation was founded"
- quickly engaged his audience with discussions about recent Supreme Court decisions and how leaders on the individual
and community level can make a difference.
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Pruett, '05, presented a seminar that focused on the qualities of the servant leader. He highlighted the benefits and pitfalls of
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Harriet "Betsy" Hayes, assistant sociology professor at Bridgewater, shared her expertise in conflict resolution with
HSLA participants. Conflict, she noted, is inevitable in any group, and is neither good nor bad in itself. "It is," she said,
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presentation, "Effective Communication," centered on the ability to successfully communicate one's thoughts and ideas.
That ability, he stressed, is an "absolute requirement for the practice of leadership." In this workshop, students learned
methods of accomplishing good communications in a number of settings.
The finer points of "Gender and Leadership" were presented by Melanie Laliker, who teaches interpersonal, roman
tic and gender communication in Bridgewater College's department of communication studies. The seminar answered
the following question: "If men are from Mars and women are from Venus, how can we communicate, let alone engage
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Lee Corder, chaplain for the Washington Redskins and senior vice president for Young Life, returned to HSLA this year
for another successful exchange of ideas and methods with students. Using athletes and other famous leaders as examples,
Corder challenged students to be leaders of character and humility. Some of his tips for good leadership included not being
afraid to fail, doing more than is expected and helping others to be successful.
The president of Nielsen Construction Co., in Harrisonburg, Va., John Neff, spoke on "Delivering the Magic in Your
Career and Life." The topic addressed the importance of balancing one's faith, family, career and community service in
prioritizing life. He reflected on the five secrets of success as defined and presented by Walt Disney, and focused on his true
calling - glorifying God.
Bridgewater College staff members carrie Harman, '04, Whitney Stroop, '01, and Bill Miracle noted that "we can't
make you into a cheerleader, prom queen or football star, but we can give you the best hints all-around to become the
stellar leader that you are." The session challenged students to creatively plan an event for their high schools. Harman is
assistant director of student activities and summer conference coordinator for BC; Stroop is director of the Kline Cam
pus Center and assistant director of student activities; and Miracle is dean of students at Bridgewater.
Steve Watson is associate professor of philosophy and religion and the men's tennis coach at Bridgewater College.
His seminar, "Putting It All Together," required students to demonstrate the skills they learned during the week. The
tasks focused on individual and group leadership, followed by a discussion.
Montevideo Middle Sc_hool teacher Joe Showker discussed his views on goal setting and team play for achievements.
His discussion centered on four aspects of goal setting: what you want and why, what you're willing to give up to achieve
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goals, involvement with associations and planning your work.
Bridgewater football coach Mike Clark spoke about "Ethics and Leadership," and emphasized the importance of
mentors - people who, he said, provide the "voice" that is always present when leaders must make ethical decisions.
Although Bridgewater's director of admissions and marketing Jonathan Brush, '99, did not give an address or
seminar on leadership, his "College Q&R' question-and-answer session was one of the most popular and informative at
this year's HSLA. How to choose a college, what to look for in a college and why is it important to visit a college campus
were just some of the areas covered in Brush's session.

The Faeilitators and the Partieipanb;
Bridgewater College students serve as facilitators at HSLA, each managing a group of 8 to 10 participants. Their job
is to mold the group into a cohesive unit, get participants to and from sessions and, frequently, to provide the impetus for
discussions and activities - all the while allowing group members to take the lead and voice their own opinions.
Melissa Lyons came to Bridgewater in the summer of 2001 as an HSLA participant. A senior in high school, she and
roommate Brooke Brede! fell in love with BC and, as a result of HSLA, made Bridgewater their college of choice. In 2003,
at the end of her freshman year, Lyons joined the HSLA staff as a facilitator and has served in that capacity for three years.
Brede! also served as a facilitator in 2003 and 2004.
"I believe that HSLA is extremely effective and is an absolutely amazing program," Lyons says. "It's not often that a large
group of highly respectable individuals get to spend a week learning from each other, while having fun at the same time."
She pointed to an e-mail she and other HSLA facilitators received from participant Jonathan Pierce:
"W hen I came there," Pierce wrote, "I was thinking about making new friends and just hanging out for a week. When I
left, it felt as if I left my family behind."
Participant Rachel Thomas attended HSLA because its reputation had reached her, and she wanted to "learn about
myself and how to lead others in different situations."
"I would recommend the program to anyone my age," Thomas says. "It's a great opportunity for students to get to
gether and talk about serious issues and to learn about themselves from a leadership standpoint." ■
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rofessor and chairman of the For
m 1946 to 1983, inspired many
e teachers of foreign languages
- or si
in learning about other cultures.
Many o is former student emained friends with him until his
death la October.
airman of the Foreign Languages Depart
ment at Bridgewater from 1946 to 1983, Andes was born and
raised in the Shenandoah Valley. He was a 1940 graduate of
Bridgewater, majoring, he joked, in ping-pong. After graduating
from the College, he taught at Broadway High School and then
Dayton Elementary School. But he had a strong interest in teach
ing foreign languages. Though these were the war years, Andes
was exempted from military service for medical reasons. Some
years later, delivering a sermon on peacemaking, he explained: "I
was given a classification of 4-F, with all the stigma appertaining
thereunto. I never did find out what was supposed to be wrong
with me, and I had no desire to make an issue of the matter. A
subsequent physical examination on my own initiative disclosed
no serious physical defect, so the inference was definitely left
that I was rejected for mental incompetence."
Certainly his sense of humor was a quality that endeared
him to his students. W hen the
French Club at Bridgewater College
was organized during his tenure in

1947, Andes would chaperone the group on trips to Washing
ton, D.C., to see French paintings, dine at French restaurants
and attend worship services conducted in French. Additionally,
the group performed several times a medieval French farce (in
French) for Convocation. They eventually gave up on the play
because they grew tired of cleaning up the mess that resulted
when one of the actresses was required to fall into a large wash
tub, splashing water all over the stage.
"The difficulty of obtaining a satisfactory tub and of clean
ing up the water afterwards mandated the phasing out of this
feature of the convocation repertory," he later wrote in a short
autobiographical sketch.
In 1955, Andes oversaw the installation of Bridgewater's
language laboratory, which used reel-to-reel audio recordings to
expose students to authentic native accents. That same year, he
made his first trip to France and traveled throughout the coun
try on a Velosolex motorized bike. He later returned to France
with his family in 1962 and for a summer Fulbright scholarship
in 1964.
His wife of 57 years, Virginia, whom he met during gradu
ate school at the University of North Carolina, also taught Span
ish at the College. They shared a love of learning about £!'>reign
cultures, which they passed on to their children, Unda, '69, and
Roy, '73, as well as to several generations of Bridgewater Col
lege students.
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r uncle in Florida in the 1960s, then-Bridge
r Ruth Howe noticed one of his neighbors
ee-wheeler. She was fascinated and wanted
contraptions for herself, but upon returning
ater lost her nerve. No one else in town had one,
reasoned, nd she was afraid of what people might think.
But soon, her good friend Ruth Stauffer, also a former
Bridgewater faculty member, suggested that they both purchase
three-wheelers, and Miss Howe (as her students knew her) de
cided to face public scrutiny with her friend.
"Now, we both have three-wheelers
and ride them together," she told Harrison
burg's Daily News-Record in 1970, noting
that her cat, Missy, often accompanied
her on the excursions, safely nestled in the
basket that hung between the two back
wheels. "People stare, but they all think it's
just marvelous."
At the time the above story was pub
lished, Howe had just retired from teaching
at Bridgewater. She had served as chair
of the home economics department (now
family and consumer sciences) from 1945
to 1966 and then continued teaching part
time until 1970. Her former students have
described her as inspirational, poised and
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a good role model. She set the bar high for her students and was
always encouraging.
Howe, who was a member of the Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren until her death in 1999, was instrumental in convinc
ing the board of directors at the Bridgewater Home to expand
the retirement facilities beyond convalescent care. Soon after her
retirement, she became one of the first occupants of the newly
constructed condominium apartments at the home.
Though she never married, Howe loved her students as if
they were her own children - calling them"my
girls." She kept in touch with them after their
graduations, sending Christmas letters with the
latest news from her life and always including
an inspirational message at the end of each note
- perhaps a quote from a sermon or a famous
proverb or prayer.
In her Christmas letter of 1986, Howe re
ports that earlier in the year she had experienced
some difficulties with osteoporosis. She notes
that many of her "girls" had problems through
out the year, as well, acknowledging that it had
been a tough year for her.
"I don't want to call 1986 a bad year," she
wrote. "We make the year by our attitude toward
the problem. Each year should grow a bit better, it
seems to me. At least let's make that our aim."

From he time Nelson T. Huffman was a young boy - re
portedly s ging at the a e of two and making his first public
performat e at 5 years d, playing the accordion for a gather
ing in a communit cent r in Rileyville, Va. - music was in his
blood.
After raduating fr m Bridgewater College in 1925, Huff
man beca e professor of voice and director of music, a posi
tion he h
for 40 years until his retirement in 1965. While
serving o Bridgewater's faculty, he also managed to complete
a second bachelor's degree from the Peabody Conservatory of
Music and master's degrees from the Cincinnati Conservatory
of Music and Northwestern University. He was awarded an
honorary doctorate from Bridgewater College in 1976.
Huffman also was a composer and arranger. One of his
earliest songs, "Bridgewater Spirit," was written in honor
of his alma mater, Bridgewater High School. He also wrote
"Praise to Bridgewater," for the College's 75th anniversary cel
ebration in 1955, and the "Bridgewater Song," inspired
by his beloved town of residence for 81 years of his life.
In addition to directing the College choirs, he was direc
tor of music for the Massanetta Bible Conference for 25
years. He also directed music for preaching missions in
Norfolk,Va.; Wheeling, WVa.; Spartanburg, S.C.; and
Bristol, Tenn.
Though he loved teaching at the College, he also had
a dream of directing a group of more mature voices. So in
1966, shortly after his retirement from teaching, he orga
nized and directed the Rockingham Male Chorus, a com
munity-wide choral group that is still in existence today.
Under his direction, the group gave numerous performanc
es each year throughout the state of Virginia and surround
ing states. They even sang for the St. Louis Cardinals dur
ing one of the baseball team's practice sessions. Huffman
retired from the group after its 500th performance, about
21 years after the group's formation.

Music wasn't Huffman's only area of expertise. He also
was a successful businessman, starting a side career as a sales
man with Investors Diversified Service during the l 930s. He
was part owner of the Coon Branch Coal Co. of Rainelle,
WVa., a partner in Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. of Lynchburg,
Va., and a manufacturer of novelty furniture and metal trays in
Bridgewater. A promising politician as well, Huffman served
three terms as mayor of Bridgewater. The College honored
him as Distinguished Alumnus in 1965.
Huffman, who died in February 1992, was married to
Benha Thomas, class of 1918, for 69 years.
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Chasing the Championship
By Matt Barnhart, '03, and Charles Culbertson
It wasn't a sound as much as it was
a physical presence.
Like a tidal wave, the roar of thou
sands of voices rolled out of the stands
and swept onto the playing field where it
engulfed an exhausted but exultant Bridge
water College football team. This was no
ordinary squad and no ordinary game; for
this first time in College history, the Eagles
had brought home an Old Dominion
Athletic Conference championship.
That Nov. 8, 1980, game against
the Yellow Jackets of Randolph-Macon
provided the capstone to a long, hard
fought season that saw Bridgewater's
gridiron achievements reach unprec
edented heights. Although there would
be one more contest - a Nov. 15 game
against the Catholic University Cardinals
- this game put the finishing touches
on a journey that had not always been a
smooth one for Bridgewater College.
"It was a special group of guys,"
said then Head Coach John Spencer.
"They just got it done."
Until 1980, the College's football
efforts had largely foundered - not
because of a lack of team spirit or raw
talent - but because of undersized play
ers and lack of roster depth.

The 1980 season was looking no
different.
Riding a three-game losing streak
with the heart of their conference sched
ule upon them, the Eagles appeared to
be headed toward another losing season.
But over the next three weeks they wrote
a different script.
On Oct. 25 against Emory & Henry,
even with the Wasps out gaining Bridge
water 432 to 212 in total offensive
yards, the Eagles forced eight turnovers
during the rain, sleet and snow stricken
game to win 15-14. Eagles' kicker Dan
callahan, '81, drilled the ball through
the uprights for a 27-yard game-winning
field goal.
The next week, the Eagles built a
21-0 lead heading into the fourth quar
ter only to see Washington & Lee score
20 unanswered points with a chance to
win with 27 seconds left in the game.
Following the Generals' third
touchdown to pull within one, they
decided to go for a two-point conversion
rather than the conventional extra point.
With the Generals on the three-yard
line, Bridgewater defensive back Charlie
Gunter, '84, saw the tailback drifting
out of the offensive backfield and began
moving toward him as the Generals'

quarterback threw the ball. The Gener
als' tailback caught the pass at the one
inch line where Gunter met him for the
game-saving tackle.
The next week came the game ver
sus Randolph-Macon.
As destiny seemed to have it, the Ea
gles trailed 17-7 in the third quarter with
the Yellow Jackets appearing ready to
make it 23-7. They had moved 85 yards
in five plays and lined up with third
and-goal at the Eagles one-yard line. But
the Yellow Jackets fumbled a
handoff that was recovered
by Gunter.
The Eagles then drove
99 yards for the touchdown,
in turn changing their fate
and going on to win 27-25.
Over the next 19 years
following the 1980 cham
pionship, the Eagles would
fail to finish with a winning
record. The 1999 season
would be the final year of
that streak, but another
late-season, three-week span
would foreshadow the perennial national
power the Eagles became.
"Championship teams have to show
the ability to overcome difficulty," says
Head Coach Mike Clark. "In a perverse
kind of way, players have to stick it out
after losing to win championships."
A three-week stretch during the
1999 season illustrated just that.
The Johns Hopkins game on Oct.
22, 1999, started the turning point for
the Bridgewater football program.
The Eagles trailed 24-10 to the Blue
Jays at the end of the third quarter as
lightning struck - literally. The game was
delayed for two hours. "They offered a
surrender," Clark told his kids, "but I
[said], 'I'll stay until midnight to win this
game."'
Once the two teams went back onto
the field, the Eagles scored 27 points to

win 37-24. Coach Clark remembered
bringing in a sports psychologist to talk
with the team the spring and fall follow
ing their 0-10 season in 1998. They were
told to be a relentless football team.
They were just that - relentless.
A week later, Bridgewater traveled
to Washington & Lee. The Eagles were
up 11 points with less than two minutes
to go in the contest, but would end up
losing in double overtime. Coach Clark
recalled it being a 'brutal loss.'

MEN

EAGLES'
BASKETBALL

NOVEMBER
15
James Madison (Exhib)
7 p.m.
18
Pizza Hut Tip-Off Tournament
@ Dickinson College, Carlisle, PA
York vs. DeSales
6 p.m.
Bridgewater vs. Dickinson
8 p.m.
19
Consolation
1:30p.m.
3:30 p.m.
Championship
26
BC/DON GLICK INVITATIONAL CLASSIC
BC VS. LANCASTER BIBLE
6 P.M.
7 P.M.
WASHINGTON & LEE*
30
DECEMBER
3
Eastern Mennonite*
7
ROANOKE*
Holiday Inn Shrine Club Tournament
29-30
@ Marietta College, Marietta, OH

7 p.m
7 P.M.

JANUARY
RANDOLPH-MACON•
4
7
HAMPDEN-SYDNEY*
9
Lynchburg*
Virginia Wesleyan*
11
Emory & Henry*
14
15
Guilford*
Washington & Lee*
18
21
EASTERN MENNONITE*
28
LYNCHBURG*
30
Hampden-Sydney*

7 P.M
5 P.M.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m
7 p.m.
7 P.M.
6 P.M.
7 p.m.

FEBRUARY
GUILFORD*
4
5
EMORY & HENRY*
8
Roanoke*
11
VIRGINIA WESLEYAN*
Randolph-Macon*
14
ODAC Tournament, Salem, VA
18-20

5 P.M.
4 P.M.
7 p.m.
5 P.M.
7 p.m.
TBA

WOMEN
The next week the Eagles would
rebound and defeat a Randolph-Macon
team 42-14.
Even though the Eagles finished 5-5
in 1999, Clark states that, "they did the
things necessary to be a championship
caliber team."
Similar to 1980, the most important
components of today's championship
teams have been the ability to manage
difficulty and remain competitive.
Twenty-five years after the College's
first football title, the Eagles are chasing
their fifth consecutive undefeated and
outright ODAC championship. Clark
was told as a young coach that it's
harder to maintain than it is to build.
"You have to stay hungry on a lot of
levels," explains Clark. "Not just players,
but the coaches, fans and administration.
Championships are always chased, not
defended."

NOVEMBER
Emory
18
Oglethorpe
19
22
AVERETT
29
Washington & Lee*

6 p.m.
3 p.m.
6 P.M.
7 p.m.

DECEMBER
2
FERRUM
6
RANDOLPH-MACON*
8
ROANOKE COLLEGE*

6 P.M.
7 P.M.
7 P.M.

JANUARY
3
RANDOLPH-MACON*
5
Mary Washington
7
RANDOLPH-MACON WOMAN"S*
8
LYNCHBURG*
12
VIRGINIA WESLEYAN*
14
Emory & Henry *
15
Guilford*
18
WASHINGTON & LEE*
21
EASTERN MENNONITE*
Hollins*
25
Lynchburg*
28
Roanoke*
31

7 P.M.
7 p.m.
1 P.M.
2 P.M.
7 P.M.
4p.m.
4p.m.
7 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
7 p.m.
3 p.m.
7 p.m.

FEBRUARY
4
GUILFORD*
5
EMORY & HENRY*
9
Randolph-Macon Woman's*
11
Virginia Wesleyan*
HOLLINS*
15
18
Eastern Mennonite*
23-25
ODAC Tournament, Salem, VA

1 P.M.
1 P.M.
7 p.m.
4p.m.
7 P.M.
2 p.m.

*-ODAC GAME

BOLD - HOME GAME

Get the latest Ea�les'
schedules, scores and stats
at www.brid�ewater.edu/Sports/
Schedules are subject to change
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Chasing the Championship
By Matt Barnhart, '03, and Charles Culbertson
It wasn't a sound as much as it was
a physical presence.
Like a tidal wave, the roar of thou
sands of voices rolled out of the stands
and swept onto the playing field where it
engulfed an exhausted but exultant Bridge
water College football team. This was no
ordinary squad and no ordinary game; for
this first time in College history, the Eagles
had brought home an Old Dominion
Athletic Conference championship.
That Nov. 8, 1980, game against
the Yellow Jackets of Randolph-Macon
provided the capstone to a long, hard
fought season that saw Bridgewater's
gridiron achievements reach unprec
edented heights. Although there would
be one more contest - a Nov. 15 game
against the Catholic University Cardinals
- this game put the finishing touches
on a journey that had not always been a
smooth one for Bridgewater College.
"It was a special group of guys,"
said then Head Coach John Spencer.
"They just got it done."
Until 1980, the College's football
efforts had largely foundered - not
because of a lack of team spirit or raw
talent - but because of undersized play
ers and lack of roster depth.

The 1980 season was looking no
different.
Riding a three-game losing streak
with the heart of their conference sched
ule upon them, the Eagles appeared to
be headed toward another losing season.
But over the next three weeks they wrote
a different script.
On Oct. 25 against Emory & Henry,
even with the Wasps out gaining Bridge
water 432 to 212 in total offensive
yards, the Eagles forced eight turnovers
during the rain, sleet and snow stricken
game to win 15-14. Eagles' kicker Dan
Callahan, '81, drilled the ball through
the uprights for a 27-yard game-winning
field goal.
The next week, the Eagles built a
21-0 lead heading into the fourth quar
ter only to see Washington & Lee score
20 unanswered points with a chance to
win with 27 seconds left in the game.
Following the Generals' third
touchdown to pull within one, they
decided to go for a two-point conversion
rather than the conventional extra point.
With the Generals on the three-yard
line, Bridgewater defensive back Charlie
Gunter, '84, saw the tailback drifting
out of the offensive backfield and began
moving toward him as the Generals'

quarterback threw the ball. The Gener
als' tailback caught the pass at the one
inch line where Gunter met him for the
game-saving tackle.
The next week came the game ver
sus Randolph-Macon.
As destiny seemed to have it, the Ea
gles trailed 17-7 in the third quarter with
the Yellow Jackets appearing ready to
make it 23-7. They had moved 85 yards
in five plays and lined up with third
and-goal at the Eagles one-yard line. But
the Yellow Jackets fumbled a
handoff that was recovered
by Gunter.
The Eagles then drove
99 yards for the touchdown,
in turn changing their fate
and going on to win 27-25.
Over the next 19 years
following the 1980 cham
pionship, the Eagles would
fail to finish with a winning
record. The 1999 season
would be the final year of
that streak, but another
late-season, three-week span
would foreshadow the perennial national
power the Eagles became.
"Championship teams have to show
the ability to overcome difficulty," says
Head Coach Mike Clark. "In a perverse
kind of way, players have to stick it out
after losing to win championships."
A three-week stretch during the
1999 season illustrated just that.
The Johns Hopkins game on Oct.
22, 1999, started the turning point for
the Bridgewater football program.
The Eagles trailed 24-10 to the Blue
Jays at the end of the third quarter as
lightning struck - literally. The game was
delayed for two hours. "They offered a
surrender," Clark told his kids, "but I
[said], 'I'll stay until midnight to win this
game."'
Once the two teams went back onto
the field, the Eagles scored 27 points to

win 37-24. Coach Clark remembered
bringing in a sports psychologist to talk
with the team the spring and fall follow
ing their 0-10 season in 1998. They were
told to be a relentless football team.
They were just that - relentless.
A week later, Bridgewater traveled
to Washington & Lee. The Eagles were
up 11 points with less than two minutes
to go in the contest, but would end up
losing in double overtime. Coach Clark
recalled it being a 'brutal loss.'

MEN

EAGLES'
BASKETBALL

NOVEMBER
15
James Madison (Exhib)
7p.m.
18
Pizza Hut Tip-Off Tournament
@ Dickinson College. Carlisle, PA
York vs. DeSales
6p.m.
Bridgewater vs. Dickinson
8 p.m.
19
Consolation
1 :30p.m.
Championship
3:30 p.m.
BC/DON GLICK INVITATIONAL CLASSIC
26
BC VS. LANCASTER BIBLE
6 P.M.
7 P.M.
30
WASHINGTON & LEE*
DECEMBER
Eastern Mennonite*
3
7
ROANOKE*
29-30
Holiday Inn Shrine Club Tournament
@ Marietta College, Marietta, OH

7p.m
7 P.M.

JANUARY
4
RANDOLPH-MACON*
7
HAMPDEN-SYDNEY*
9
Lynchburg*
11
Virginia Wesleyan*
14
Emory & Henry*
15
Guilford*
Washington & Lee*
18
21
EASTERN MENNONITE*
LYNCHBURG*
28
30
Hampden-Sydney*

7 P.M
5 P.M.
7p.m.
7p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m
7p.m.
7 P.M.
6 P.M.
7p.m.

FEBRUARY
4
GUILFORD*
5
EMORY & HENRY*
8
Roanoke*
11
VIRGINIA WESLEYAN*
14
Randolph-Macon*
18-20
ODAC Tournament. Salem, VA

5 P.M.
4 P.M.
7p.m.
5 P.M.
7p.m.
TBA

WOMEN
The next week the Eagles would
rebound and defeat a Randolph-Macon
team 42-14.
Even though the Eagles finished 5-5
in 1999, Clark states that, "they did the
things necessary to be a championship
caliber team."
Similar to 1980, the most important
components of today's championship
teams have been the ability to manage
difficulty and remain competitive.
Twenty-five years after the College's
first football title, the Eagles are chasing
their fifth consecutive undefeated and
outright ODAC championship. Clark
was told as a young coach that it's
harder to maintain than it is to build.
"You have to stay hungry on a lot of
levels," explains Clark. "Not just players,
but the coaches, fans and administration.
Championships are always chased, not
defended."

NOVEMBER
Emory
18
Oglethorpe
19
22
AVERETT
29
Washington & Lee*

6p.m.
3 p.m.
6 P.M.
7p.m.

DECEMBER
2
FERRUM
6
RANDOLPH-MACON*
8
ROANOKE COLLEGE*

6P.M.
7 P.M.
7 P.M.

JANUARY
3
RANDOLPH-MACON•
5
Mary Washington
7
RANDOLPH-MACON WOMAN'S*
8
LYNCHBURG*
12
VIRGINIA WESLEYAN*
14
Emory & Henry *
Guilford*
15
18
WASHINGTON & LEE*
EASTERN MENNONITE*
21
25
Hollins*
Lynchburg*
28
31
Roanoke*

7 P.M.
7p.m.
1 P.M.
2 P.M.
7 P.M.
4p.m.
4p.m.
7 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
7p.m.
3 p.m.
7p.m.

FEBRUARY
4
GUILFORD*
EMORY & HENRY*
Randolph-Macon Woman's*
Virginia Wesleyan*
HOLLINS*
Eastern Mennonite*
ODAC Tournament, Salem, VA

1 P.M.
1 P.M.
7p.m.
4 p.m.
7 P.M.
2 p.m.

5
9
11
15
18
23-25

• -ODAC GAME

BOLD - HOME GAME

Get the latest Ea�les'
schedules, scores and stats
at www.brid�ewater.edu/Sports/
Schedules are subject to change
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Fleet of Feet

Master Gardner
For nearly two decades, Gary Osborne, '58,
has been cultivating a masterpiece on nearly
four acres of land around his home. His
private garden, Glebe Hill Gardens, features
1,200 varieties of daylilies, 600 varieties of hos
tas, 75 varieties of ornamental grasses and 100

Shirley Fulcher Wampler, '57, took the gold at the 2005 Summer
National Games, also known as the Senior Olympics, which is the largest
multi-sport event for athletes aged 50 and older. Wampler placed first in
the 1,500-meter event for the 65-69 age group with a time of 7 minutes, 47
seconds. She also took silver for the 10K in her age group.
Though Wampler has been running for 27 years, she didn't begin com
petitive racing until 2001, when she entered a senior event at the University
of Richmond. At that event, she won four gold medals and a silver.
Running brought together Wampler and her husband of two years,
Risto Mattinnen. They live in Mechanicsville, Va. She and her first hus
band, Galen, '55, were married for 3 7 years before his death in 1994.

varieties of conifers. He and his wife, Carol,
open their garden to the public for three

Promotinfl Safe
Drivinfl

weeks every year. Here are some views from
this past summer's garden.

1 __

Master Police Officer <ire!! Deeds, '89, received the
Commonwealth of Virginia Governor's Transportation
Safety Award in the category of Law Enforcement in
May. Deeds was selected to receive the award, presented
by Gov. Mark Warner, by the Virginia Transportation
Safety Board. He received the award in recognition of his
initiatives to promote and encourage transportation safety
within his community during 2004.
Deeds, a 17-year veteran of the Rockingham County
Sheriff's Office, has written successful grants that have
drawn thousands of dollars for equipment and officer
overtime to perform traffic safety activities over the
years, and hundreds of child safety seats and bicycle
helmets have been distributed to the public thanks to his
efforts.

Editor's Note: craif!
Waters (pictured second from
left) and his wife, Anita Hall
Waters, both members of the
Class of 1978, live near Rich
mond with their two sons,
Alan and Brian. Craig has
been with Dominion Resourc
es for 23 years and currently
is supervisor of planning
and budgeting for Dominion
Resources Services Co. He
formerly taught and coached
track in Goochland County.
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Dear BC Alumni:
It is truly an honor and privilege to be serving as the president of the board
of directors of the Bridgewater College Alumni Association for the 2005-2006
year. I am excited about the activities that are planned for this year and hope you
will become involved in the fun and all the wonderful activities the college has
to offer!
First, let me thank the presidents of the past two years for their dedica
tion and efforts - Ed Burf!ess (Class of '62) and Jeff McCartney (Class of '77).
Thanks for a job well done! It will be difficult to follow in your footsteps!
Plus, I am excited to be working with three wonderful alumni on this year's
Board of Directors - Kathy Ci. Wrif!ht (Class of '81) as president-elect, Robert
Thurston as secretary (Class of '81), and past president Jeff McCartney as well
as the 15 directors- at-large. Their enthusiasm and support for the college are
truly amazing!

I hope you will join us for some fun activities in the upcom
ing months. Check the sports schedules and the program of
lyceums to find an opportunity to return to campus.
I encourage you to participate in as many activities as you
can as well as staying connected with the college through e-mail
addresses with friends. In addition, if you have any suggestions
on improving communications, nominations for our outstand
ing alumnus/alumna annual awards (West-Whitelow Award
for Humanitarian Service, Distinguished Alumnus Award, and
Young Alumnus Award), or would like to participate on the
Board, feel free to contact me at (804) 262-7783 or at Craig_
Waters@dom.com.
Thanks! I hope to see you at many events in the coming year!
W Craig Waters (Class of '78)
(a.k.a. Mole)
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Shirley Fulcher Wampler, '57, took the gold at the 2005 Summer
National Games, also known as the Senior Olympics, which is the largest
multi-sport event for athletes aged 50 and older. Wampler placed first in
the 1,500-meter event for the 65-69 age group with a time of 7 minutes, 47
seconds. She also took silver for the 10K in her age group.
Though Wampler has been running for 27 years, she didn't begin com
petitive racing until 2001, when she entered a senior event at the University
of Richmond. At that event, she won four gold medals and a silver.
Running brought together Wampler and her husband of two years,
Risto Mattinnen. They live in Mechanicsville, Va. She and her first hus
band, Galen, '55, were married for 3 7 years before his death in 1994.

varieties of conifers. He and his wife, Carol,
open their garden to the public for three
weeks every year. Here are some views from
this past summer's garden.
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Master Police Officer CireQ Deeds, '89, received the
Commonwealth of Virginia Governor's Transportation
Safety Award in the category of Law Enforcement in
May. Deeds was selected to receive the award, presented
by Gov. Mark Warner, by the Virginia Transportation
Safety Board. He received the award in recognition of his
initiatives to promote and encourage transportation safety
within his community during 2004.
Deeds, a 17-year veteran of the Rockingham County
Sheriff 's Office, has written successful grants that have
drawn thousands of dollars for equipment and officer
overtime to perform traffic safety activities over the
years, and hundreds of child safety seats and bicycle
helmets have been distributed to the public thanks to his
efforts.
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Class of 1978, live near Rich
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Alan and Brian. Craig has
been with Dominion Resourc
es for 23 years and currently
is supervisor of planning
and budgeting for Dominion
Resources Services Co. He
formerly taught and coached
track in Goochland County.
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It is truly an honor and privilege to be serving as the president of the board
of directors of the Bridgewater College Alumni Association for the 2005-2006
year. I am excited about the activities that are planned for this year and hope you
will become involved in the fun and all the wonderful activities the college has
to offer!
First, let me thank the presidents of the past two years for their dedica
tion and efforts - Ed Burt1ess (Class of '62) and Jeff McCartney (Class of '77).
Thanks for a job well done! It will be difficult to follow in your footsteps!
Plus, I am excited to be working with three wonderful alumni on this year's
Board of Directors - Kathy Ci. Wril!ht (Class of '81) as president-elect, Robert
Thurston as secretary (Class of '81), and past president Jeff McCartney as well
as the 15 directors- at-large. Their enthusiasm and support for the college are
truly amazing!

I hope you will join us for some fun activities in the upcom
ing months. Check the sports schedules and the program of
lyceums to find an opportunity to return to campus.
I encourage you to participate in as many activities as you
can as well as staying connected with the college through e-mail
addresses with friends. In addition, if you have any suggestions
on improving communications, nominations for our outstand
ing alumnus/alumna annual awards (West-Whitelow Award
for Humanitarian Service, Distinguished Alumnus Award, and
Young Alumnus Award), or would like to participate on the
Board, feel free to contact me at (804) 262-7783 or at Craig_
Waters@dom.com.
Thanks! I hope to see you at many events in the coming year!
W Craig Waters (Class of '78)
(a.k.a. Mole)
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class notes...
1943

1954

Ellen Harsh Wheeler and her
husband, Wayne, live in New
Philadelphia, Ohio, where they
attend Jerusalem Church.

Anne Garber (see Paul Garber,
'52).

1950
Raymond c. "Rocky" Rhodes
and his wife, Hildred S. "Tillie,"
celebrated their 55th wedding
anniversary on March 19. The
couple lives in Roanoke, Va.

Rocky & Tillie Rhodes

1952
Paul and Anne Spif!le Garber,
'54, of Daleville, Va., celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary
on April 16. Before retiring,
Paul was a teacher and princi
pal in Botetourt County, and
Anne is a former employee of
Appalachian Power Co.

1964
Dr. Allen T. Hansell Sr., of
Mountville, Pa., has been named
director of church relations at
Elizabethtown (Pa.) College,
serving as a liaison between
the college and the Church of
the Brethren. Most recently, he
was pastor and interim pastor
for Wilmington Church of the
Brethren, where he previously
was a full-time pastor. In 2001,
Hansell retired as director of
ministry for the denomination's
General Board. He also has
served as executive and mod
erator of Atlantic Northeast
District and was a member of
the standing committee of the
Annual Conference. He earned
master of divinity and doctor of
ministry degrees from Bethany
Theological Seminary.

1967
Chris Lydie has been elected
territorial vice president of the
Photo Marketing Association
International, the trade asso
ciation of photo imaging retail
ers and processors worldwide.

He represents 10 southeastern
U.S. states and also is president
of the Dixie Division, chair of
the advisory board of the Cer
tified Photographic Consultant
Society and a board member of
the Digital Imaging Marketing
Association. Lydie and his wife,
the former Thelma Esworthy,
also '67, live in Aiken, S.C.,
and Atlanta. They retired from
northern New Jersey in 1999,
and are busier than ever, having
opened a photo specialty store
in South Carolina.

1972
Dennis G. Doherty retired May
5 after more than 32 years of
service to the United States Sen
ate. During his time in the Sen
ate, he served in several offices,
with the last 12 years being with
the Committee on Veterans' Af
fairs. This fall, he embarks on a
second career as a third-grade
teacher at Carrollton Elemen
tary School. He and his wife,
the former Janet Hollinf!er,
also '72, live in Bowie, Md.

Mason was vice president for
college advancement at Man
chester College. He is former
executive director of the Church
of the Brethren's Association of
Brethren Caregivers. (see photo)

1976
Michael C. Martin, has been
appointed by V irginia Gov.
Mark Warner to the board of
visitors of Christopher Newport
University. Martin also has been
a member of Bridgewater Col
lege's Board of Trustees since
1991. He and his wife, the
former Patricia Hollcroh, also
'76, live in Bristow, Va.

1977
Mari Lou Moore, of Staunton,
Va., is an assistant golf profes
sional at the Ingleside Resort.

She is enrolled in the Profes
sional Golf Management pro
gram through the Professional
Golf Association of America and
is a registered PGA apprentice.
On May 14, she hosted a Na
tional PGA Free Lesson Day
at Ingleside. In addition, she
is an instructor in the physical
education department at Mary
Baldwin College.

1978
Dr. Aubrey Knif!ht is vice presi
dent of medical affairs/medical
director at the Hebrew Home
of Greater Washington, in
Rockville, Md. The home has
1,100 seniors living on campus
in assisted living, independent
living and in the nursing home.
He previously was director of
geriatric education for Carilion
Health System and chair of ge
riatric medicine at Edward Via
V irginia College of Osteopathic
Medicine in Blacksburg, Va.

Dr. Stephen o. Mason of North
Manchester, Ind., has been
named executive director of
the Community Foundation of
Wabash County. Most recently,

Stephen Mason

Dr. Fred Eichelman, '57, director of Point North

and often incorporated movies and television

Outreach Inc., coordinated Point North 2005, a

series into his classroom lessons. DurinQ his

Christian media convention held in Vinton, Va.,

years as a teacher, he was known for havinQ a

in September. The nondenominational proQram

"star-studded classroom," often decorated with

featured discussions about the media, puppet

autoQraphs and memorabilia from his favorite

shows, rierformances and a film festival. All

shows. He enjoys studyinQ the influence of the

activities were Qeared toward "the transforminQ

media in our everyday lives and throuQh his

A former teacher and principal, Eichelman
has had a lifelonQ fascination with media
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A shipboard conversation between Dr. Leroy Baker, '61 (standinQ, center) and another pas
senQer aboard the Star Princess cruise ship led to this impromptu BC reunion on the Baltic
Sea in AuQust. Dr. Baker, who was travelinQ with a Qroup of BC alumni, learned of another
Qroup of BridQewater people amonQ the 2,700 passengers, and with the help of the purser,
the ship's group was able to arrange a meetinQ toward the end of the cruise.
Pictured IL to R}seated: Mabel Wakeman Weiss, '65. Priscilla Wakeman Wampler, '54, Wanda Harman Baker, '61,
Nancy Zimmerman Clayton. '62; standin!! Bob Weiss (husband of Mabel), Paul Wampler, '54. Dick Thomas, '61, Leroy
Baker, '61. T.J. Clayton Jr, '61, and David Huffman, '61, Bill Wampler, '50. Not pictured is Lawrence Baxter. '61.

1974

Pointinl! North

power of God's love and savinQ Qrace."
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work encouraQes people to work toward the
cause of moral and quality entertainment.

Dr. Aubrey KniQht

for the 2005-06 academic
year. Appointed to the board
in 2002, Lumsden served as
vice chair during the 2004-05
academic year and has served as
chair of the facilities committee.
He has been administrator and
chief executive officer of Hali
fax Regional Health System
since 1988.

1986

Bradford L. Neher and Paula
have a daughter, Andrea Susan,
born April 3. The Nehers, who
also have a son, live in Bridge
water, Va.

Duane w. Dinkel has been
appointed president of Sagitta
Inc., an international manu
facturer of hi-tech automated
equipment for semi-conduc
tors and fiber optics. Dinkel
and his wife, Kristin, live in
Simpsonville, S.C., with their
three children.

1985
Karen Chestnut Cox is serving
as full-time pastor of Boulder
(Colo.) Mennonite Church,
where she and her husband, Bar•
ren, also 'BS, have been mem
bers for the past five years. The
congregation averages berween
80 and 100 persons on Sunday
mornings. She earned a master
of divinity degree from Bethany
Theological Seminary in 2000.

Dusty Rhodes of Colorado
Springs, Colo., has been named
senior vice president of WAY
FM Media Group, where he will
direct donor development and
overall group-wide branding
initiatives. (see photo)

1980
Chris A. Lumsden was ap
pointed chair of the State
Board for Community Colleges
by Virginia Gov. Mark Warner

1984

Dusty Rhodes

J. Douf!las Trollinf!er Ill of
Solomons, Md ., is program
manager for navigation and
identification for EA-6B at
the Electronic Attack Program
Office and program executive
officer for Tactical Aircraft in
Patuxent River, Md.

1988
In May, Dr. D. Darrin Pruitt
earned a doctor of philosophy
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1943

1954

Ellen Harsh Wheeler and her
husband, Wayne, live in New
Philadelphia, Ohio, where they
attend Jerusalem Church.

Anne Garber (see Paul Garber,
'52).

1950
Raymond c. "Rocky" Rhodes
and his wife, Hildred S. "Tillie,"
celebrated their 55th wedding
anniversary on March 19. The
couple lives in Roanoke, Va.

Rocky & Tillie Rhodes

1952
Paul and Anne SPi!!le Garber,
'54, of Daleville, Va., celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary
on April 16. Before retiring,
Paul was a teacher and princi
pal in Botetourt County, and
Anne is a former employee of
Appalachian Power Co.

1964
Dr. Allen T. Hansell Sr., of
Mountville, Pa., has been named
director of church relations at
Elizabethtown (Pa.) College,
serving as a liaison between
the college and the Church of
the Brethren. Most recently, he
was pastor and interim pastor
for Wilmington Church of the
Brethren, where he previously
was a full-time pastor. In 2001,
Hansell retired as director of
ministry for the denomination's
General Board. He also has
served as executive and mod
erator of Atlantic Northeast
District and was a member of
the standing committee of the
Annual Conference. He earned
master of divinity and doctor of
ministry degrees from Bethany
Theological Seminary.

1967
Chris Lydie has been elected
territorial vice president of the
Photo Marketing Association
International, the trade asso
ciation of photo imaging retail
ers and processors worldwide.

He represents 10 southeastern
U.S. states and also is president
of the Dixie Division, chair of
the advisory board of the Cer
tified Photographic Consultant
Society and a board member of
the Digital Imaging Marketing
Association. Lydie and his wife,
the former Thelma Esworthy,
also '67, live in Aiken, S.C.,
and Atlanta. They retired from
northern New Jersey in 1999,
and are busier than ever, having
opened a photo specialty store
in South Carolina.

1972
Dennis G. Doherty retired May
5 after more than 32 years of
service to the United States Sen
ate. During his time in the Sen
ate, he served in several offices,
with the last 12 years being with
the Committee on Veterans' Af
fairs. This fall, he embarks on a
second career as a third-grade
teacher at Carrollton Elemen
tary School. He and his wife,
the former Janet Hollinter,
also '72, live in Bowie, Md.

Mason was vice president for
college advancement at Man
chester College. He is former
executive director of the Church
of the Brethren's Association of
Brethren Caregivers. (see photo)

1976
Michael C. Martin, has been
appointed by V irginia Gov.
Mark Warner to the board of
visitors of Christopher Newport
University. Martin also has been
a member of Bridgewater Col
lege's Board of Trustees since
1991. He and his wife, the
former Patricia Hollcroh, also
'76, live in Bristow, Va.

1977
Mari Lou Moore, of Staunton,
Va., is an assistant golf profes
sional at the Ingleside Resort.

She is enrolled in the Profes
sional Golf Management pro
gram through the Professional
Golf Association of America and
is a registered PGA apprentice.
On May 14, she hosted a Na
tional PGA Free Lesson Day
at Ingleside. In addition, she
is an instructor in the physical
education department at Mary
Baldwin College.

1978
Dr. Aubrey Kni!!ht is vice presi
dent of medical affairs/medical
director at the Hebrew Home
of Greater Washington, in
Rockville, Md. The home has
1,100 seniors living on campus
in assisted living, independent
living and in the nursing home.
He previously was director of
geriatric education for Carilion
Health System and chair of ge
riatric medicine at Edward Via
V irginia College of Osteopathic
Medicine in Blacksburg, Va.

Dr. Stephen o. Mason of North
Manchester, Ind., has been
named executive director of
the Community Foundation of
Wabash County. Most recently,

Stephen Mason

Dr. Fred Eichelman, '57, director of Point North

and often incorporated movies and television

Outreach Inc., coordinated Point North 2005, a

series into his classroom lessons. During his

Christian media convention held in Vinton, Va.,

years as a teacher, he was known for having a

in September. The nondenominational program

"star-studded classroom," often decorated with

featured discussions about the media, puppet

autographs and memorabilia from his favorite

shows, rerformances and a film festival. All

shows. He enjoys studying the influence of the

activities were geared toward "the transforming

media in our everyday lives and through his

power of God's love and saving grace."

work encourages people to work toward the

has had a lifelong fascination with media
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A shipboard conversation between Dr. Leroy Baker, '61 (standing, center) and another pas
senger aboard the Star Princess cruise ship led to this impromptu BC reunion on the Baltic
Sea in August. Dr. Baker, who was traveling with a group of BC alumni, learned of another
group of Bridgewater people among the 2,700 passengers, and with the help of the purser,
the ship's group was able to arrange a meeting toward the end of the cruise.
Pictured IL to R)seated: Mabel Wakeman Weiss, '65, Priscilla Wakeman Wampler, '54, Wanda Harman Baker, '61,
Nancy Zimmerman Clayton, '62: standin!! Bob Weiss (husband of Mabel), Paul Wampler, '54, Dick Thomas, '61, Leroy
Baker, '61, T.J. Clayton Jr, '61, and David Huffman, '67, Bill Wampler, '50. Not pictured is Lawrence Baxter, '61.
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Pointinl! North

A former teacher and principal, Eichelman
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cause of moral and quality entertainment.

Dr. Aubrey Knight

for the 2005-06 academic
year. Appointed to the board
in 2002, Lumsden served as
vice chair during the 2004-05
academic year and has served as
chair of the facilities committee.
He has been administrator and
chief executive officer of Hali
fax Regional Health System
since 1988.

1986

Bradford L. Neher and Paula
have a daughter, Andrea Susan,
born April 3. The Nehers, who
also have a son, live in Bridge
water, Va.

Duane w. Dinkel has been
appointed president of Sagitta
Inc., an international manu
facturer of hi-tech automated
equipment for semi-conduc
tors and fiber optics. Dinkel
and his wife, Kristin, live in
Simpsonville, S.C., with their
three children.

1985
Karen Chestnul Cox is serving
as full-time pastor of Boulder
(Colo.) Mennonite Church,
where she and her husband, Bar•
ren, also '85, have been mem
bers for the past five years. The
congregation averages between
80 and 100 persons on Sunday
mornings. She earned a master
of divinity degree from Bethany
Theological Seminary in 2000.

Dusty Rhodes of Colorado
Springs, Colo., has been named
senior vice president of WAY
FM Media Group, where he will
direct donor development and
overall group-wide branding
initiatives. (see photo)

1980
Chris A. Lumsden was ap
pointed chair of the State
Board for Community Colleges
by V irginia Gov. Mark Warner

1984

Dusty Rhodes

J. Douelas Trollinter Ill of
Solomons, Md., is program
manager for navigation and
identification for EA-6B at
the Electronic Attack Program
Office and program executive
officer for Tactical Aircraft in
Patuxent River, Md.

1988
In May, Dr. D. Darrin Pruitt
earned a doctor of philosophy
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degree in distance learning
technology from Tulane Uni
versity. He is the coordinator
of distance education for the
University of New Orleans, as
sisting up to 50 faculty members
per semester with course design,
development and delivery. Pruitt
also is co-principle investigator
on research for the U.S. Depart
ment of the Navy to investigate
improvement of second lan
guage instruction methods and
retention of acquired languages
using educational technology
and distance learning for sailors
and officers.

1990

Roeer and Sara Powell Glick
have a daughter, Hope Elianna,
born May 16. The Glicks, who
also have two sons, live in Wey
ers Cave, Va.
Laura Weatherford Latham
and Wade have a son, Thomas
Jackson, born Oct. 8, 2004.
Laura is a stay-at-home mom
and Web coordinator for the
United Methodist Church's
General Commission on the
Status and Role of Women.
Laura would enjoy hearing
from friends and classmates
at laura@lathamweb.com. The
family lives in Roanoke, Va.

1992

Karen Doss Bowman recently
resigned from her position as
director of media relations and
editor of Bridgewater Magazine
to pursue self-employment as a
freelance writer and editor. Her
husband, Darin Keith Bowman,
'93, is a graphic designer at Sil
ver Lake Mill in Dayton, Va.
They live in Bridgewater, Va.,
with their son, Peyton.
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Kathryn McDaniel Brunelle has
completed requirements to be
come a National Board Certified
Teacher in November. A physi
cal education teacher and girls'
varsity basketball coach, she
has been selected for the 2005
edition of Who's Who Among
America's Teachers. Brunelle
and her husband, Rod, live in
Ruckersville, Va., with their 4year-old daughter, Samantha.

1994
Thomas Jackson Latham

1991

Darin Keith Bowman (see Karen
Doss Bowman, '91).

Capt. Eric M. varnau has been
promoted to chief of police for
the city of Winchester, Va. A 10year member of the department,
Varnau had been acting captain
of the department's Criminal In
vestigations Division. He earned
a master's degree in education
and human development from
George Washington University
in 2004.

J. Chadwick and Rebecca Smith
McMurray have their sixth child,
Miriam Rebecca, born Nov. 20,
2004. Chad is a dairy farmer
milking 108 cows three times a
day. The McMurrays, who live
in Harrisonburg, Va., partici
pated in a Dairy Management
Institute sponsored by Farm
Credit. Their farm, Great Horn
Dairy, was in the top 25 percent
on net income per cow.

The McMurray Family

1993

Marearet Landes Al!!er and
Brian have a new daughter, Ali
Claire, born May 3. Margaret
earned a master's degree in
library science from Longwood
University in 2004, and is librar
ian at Linville-Edom Elementary
School in Rockingham County.
The family, which includes an
other daughter and son, lives in
Harrisonburg, Va.
Dr. Darla Kay Bowman Dear
dorff earned a doctor of educa
tion degree from North Carolina
State University in 2004. She is
the executive director of the As
sociation oflnternational Educa
tion Administrators, a national
professional organization based
at Duke University. A leader in
several professional organiza
tions, she teaches cross-cultural
courses through Duke. She lives
in Durham, N.C., with her hus
band, Duane, and two children.

Robert w. Stone and Tammy
Floyd Stone, '96, have their
second daughter, Chloe Nicole,
born April 8. The family lives in
McGaheysville, Va.

199 5
Dr. Brian Keith cubba!!e and
Cheryl Acors were married June
24. Keith is a family physician
at W hite Stone (Va.) Family
Practice, and he is a volunteer
at the Northern Neck Free
Health Clinic. The couple lives
in Irvington, Va.

Tara Myers Riddle and Tim
have a son, Andrew Michael,
born July 15. The family lives
in Rocky Mount, Va.

199 6
Matthew Crowder and Jen
nifer Tate, '97, were married
June 25. The couple lives in
Ashland, Va.
Sandra 1neram Speakman, AJa
bama assistant attorney general,
has transferred from the Attor
ney General's Office to the State
Personnel Department to serve
as assistant general counsel. In
this capacity, she will advise state
agencies on personnel matters
and represent the department
and the State Personnel Board
in legal proceedings. Speakman
and her husband, Steve, live in
Auburn, AJa.

Jennifer Tate (see Matthew
Crowder, '96).

199 8
Dr. David w. Judy of Upper
Tract, WVa., earned a doctor
of osteopathic medicine degree
from West Virginia School of
Osteopathic Medicine in May.
Harvey S. Leddy and Amanda
have their second child, a son,
Stephen Joseph, born April 27.
The family lives in Christians
burg, Va.
Brandy Franklin Mehaffey and
Danny Mehaffey Jr., have a son,
Peyton Frederick, born Oct. 4,
2004. The family lives in Rem
ington, Va.

1997

2000

Peyton Frederick Mel-laffey

1999
Jonathan and Kara Staufer
Brush have a new daughter,
Ashleigh Grace, born May 5.
Jonathan is director of admis
sions and marketing at Bridge
water College. The family lives
in Weyers Cave, Va.

Jennifer Lynn Ho!!shead and
Theodore Trenor Lawhorn
were married May 21. Jennifer
is pursuing graduate studies at
James Madison University. The
couple lives in Staunton, Va.

John C. Sink and Khrysta Kae
Anderson were married April
2. The couple lives in Martins
ville, Va.

April Lynn Parlett and Ronald
Ray Howard were married
Oct. 23, 2004. April earned a
master of arts degree in school
psychology from James Madi
son University and is a school
psychologist for Warren County
Public Schools. The couple lives
in Broadway, Va.

Sarah Whitney cash and Jeremy
Lee Wilcher were married Aug.
14, 2004. Sarah is employed
as a PC/Network technician at
Shenandoah Valley Social Ser
vices in Verona, Va. The couple
lives in Fishersville, Va.

2003

2001

Dr. Kimberly F. Wyrick of Har
risonburg, Va., earned a doctor
of osteopathic medicine degree
from Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine in June.
She is completing a residency
at Shenandoah Valley Fam
ily Practice in Winchester and
Front Royal, Va. (see photo)

2002
Kathryn Denise Harner and
Robert William Taylor, '04,
were married April 23. Robert
is a graduate of the U.S. Navy
Recruit Training Command in

Carter Ashby Knight

Kristin Micheale Finn-McKen
zie and Patrick Lee Lam were
married April 30. Kristin is a
teacher for Harrisonburg City
Public Schools and a lifeguard at
Massanutten Resort. The couple
lives in Keezletown, Va.
Michelle Lee Swink and Wesley
Hilbert were married June 11.
The couple lives in Bridgewa
ter, Va.
Jeremy w. Taylor and Marea
ret (Me!!) Massie, '05, were
married Sept. 5, 2004. Both
Jeremy and Meg live and work
at Massanutten Resort in McGa
heysville, Va.

2005
Jennifer Jean Ishee and Mat
thew Whiting Deveau were mar
ried June 18. The couple lives in
Charlottesville, Va.

Kimberley Wyrick

Melissa Mason (see John Dull,
'04).

Chad E. Coffey and Rachel Lee
Siron, '05, were married June
26. The couple lives in Mount
Solon, Va. Chad is a special ed
ucation teacher in the Augusta
County Schools.

Marearet (Me!!) Massie (see
Jeremy W Taylor, '04).

Holly Annette Duff and Wil
liam Edward Young III were
married Aug. 28, 2004. Holly
is a financial analyst at NTelos.
The couple lives in Waynes
boro, Va.

Rachel Lee Siron (see Chad E.
Coffey, '03).

2004

Meean Lindsay Snyder and
Christopher Sean Kincheloe
were married Dec. 18. Megan

John Dull and Melissa Mason,
'05, were married June 25. The
couple lives in Greenville, N.C.

Robert William Taylor (see Kath
ryn Denise Harner, '02).

Holly G. Moyer and Dean Wood
were married June 24. The cou
ple lives in Stuarts Draft, Va.

Charlie Kni!!ht and Sara Harper
Kni!!ht, '01, have a son, Carter
Ashby, born March 20. The
family lives in Norfolk, Va.
(see photo)

Jacob Andrew Mathers

Great Lakes, Ill., and the Armed
Forces School of Music in Nor
folk, Va. He is a musician with
the United States Navy. The
couple lives in Oahu, Hawaii.

Sara Harper Kni!!ht (see Charlie
Knight, '99).

Barbara Eye and Haiyin Hua
have their first child, a daugh
ter, Emma Ruth Jun, born June
26. The family lives in AJexan
dria, Va.
Sydney Lei!!h Fultz and Bran
don Gregory John were married
April 9. Sydney earned a master
of science degree and a master
of science in education degree
from Western Illinois University.
She is employed at S. Graham

is employed at First Bank and
Trust Company. The couple
lives in Staunton, Va.

S. Corey Green and Jessica have
a daughter, Halie, born March
18. The family lives in Hager
stown, Md.

Tammy Floyd Stone (see Robert
W Stone, '94).

David Franklin Gayhart and
Emily Hodgson Fowler were
married April 9. David is a
professional firefighter for the
Harrisonburg Fire Department.
The couple lives in Bridgewa
ter, Va.
Christine Carroll Mathers and
Andy have their first child, a
son, Jacob Andrew, born Aug.
29, 2004. Christine is a stay-at
home mom. The family lives in
Lititz, Pa. (see photo)

and Associates in Chicago. The
couple lives in St. Charles, Ill.

Pamela Dawn Al!!er-Shifflen
and John Paul Snyder were
married May 29, 2004. Pamela
teaches second grade for Page
County Schools. The couple lives
in Bridgewater, Va.

Lucille M. Porter and Greg D.
Shoop were married June 18.
The couple lives in Fairfax, Va.

2006
Courtney Lei!!h Phillips and
William Andrew Wagner were
married May 21. The couple
lives in Monterey, Va.

2008
Jeannie Elizabeth Clemmer
and Derrick Douglas Hite were
married May 14. Jeannie is em
ployed with the Social Security
Administration in Staunton, Va.
The couple lives in Raphine,
Va. ■
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degree in distance learning
technology from Tulane Uni
versity. He is the coordinator
of distance education for the
University of New Orleans, as
sisting up to 5 0 faculty members
per semester with course design,
development and delivery. Pruitt
also is co-principle investigator
on research for the U.S. Depart
ment of the Navy to investigate
improvement of second lan
guage instruction methods and
retention of acquired languages
using educational technology
and distance learning for sailors
and officers.

1990

Roeer and Sara Powell Glick
have a daughter, Hope Elianna,
born May 16. The Glicks, who
also have two sons, live in Wey
ers Cave, Va.
Laura Weatherford Latham
and Wade have a son, Thomas
Jackson, born Oct. 8, 2004.
Laura is a stay-at-home mom
and Web coordinator for the
United Methodist Church's
General Commission on the
Status and Role of Women.
Laura would enjoy hearing
from friends and classmates
at laura@lathamweb.com. The
family lives in Roanoke, Va.

1992

Karen Doss Bowman recently
resigned from her position as
director of media relations and
editor of Bridgewater Magazine
to pursue self-employment as a
freelance writer and editor. Her
husband, Darin Keith Bowman,
'93, is a graphic designer at Sil
ver Lake Mill in Dayton, Va.
They live in Bridgewater, Va.,
with their son, Peyton.
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Kathryn McDaniel Brunelle has
completed requirements to be
come a National Board Certified
Teacher in November. A physi
cal education teacher and girls'
varsity basketball coach, she
has been selected for the 2005
edition of Who's Who Among
America's Teachers. Brunelle
and her husband, Rod, live in
Ruckersville, Va., with their 4year-old daughter, Samantha.

1994
Thomas Jackson Latham

1991

Darin Keith Bowman (see Karen
Doss Bowman, '91).

capt. Eric M. varnau has been
promoted to chief of police for
the city of Winchester, Va. A 10year member of the department,
Varnau had been acting captain
of the department's Criminal In
vestigations Division. He earned
a master's degree in education
and human development from
George Washington University
in 2004.

J. Chadwick and Rebecca Smith
McMurrav have their sixth child,
Miriam Rebecca, born Nov. 20,
2004. Chad is a dairy farmer
milking 10 8 cows three times a
day. The McMurrays, who live
in Harrisonburg, Va., partici
pated in a Dairy Management
Institute sponsored by Farm
Credit. Their farm, Great Horn
Dairy, was in the top 25 percent
on net income per cow.

The McMurray Family

1993

Marearet Landes Al!!er and
Brian have a new daughter, Ali
Claire, born May 3. Margaret
earned a master's degree in
library science from Longwood
University in 2004, and is librar
ian at Linville-Edom Elementary
School in Rockingham County.
The family, which includes an
other daughter and son, lives in
Harrisonburg, Va.
Dr. Darla Kay Bowman Dear
dorff earned a doctor of educa
tion degree from North Carolina
State University in 2004. She is
the executive director of the As
sociation oflnternational Educa
tion Administrators, a national
professional organization based
at Duke University. A leader in
several professional organiza
tions, she teaches cross-cultural
courses through Duke. She lives
in Durham, N.C., with her hus
band, Duane, and two children.

Robert w. Stone and Tammy
Floyd Stone, '96, have their
second daughter, Chloe Nicole,
born April 8. The family lives in
McGaheysville, Va.

199 5
Dr. Brian Keith Cubba!!e and
Cheryl Acors were married June
24. Keith is a family physician
at W hite Stone (Va.) Family
Practice, and he is a volunteer
at the Northern Neck Free
Health Clinic. The couple lives
in Irvington, Va.

Tara Myers Riddle and Tim
have a son, Andrew Michael,
born July 15. The family lives
in Rocky Mount, Va.

199 6
Matthew crowder and Jen
nifer Tate, '97, were married
June 25. The couple lives in
Ashland, Va.
Sandra ln!!ram Speakman, Ala
bama assistant attorney general,
has transferred from the Attor
ney General's Office to the State
Personnel Department to serve
as assistant general counsel. In
this capacity, she will advise state
agencies on personnel matters
and represent the department
and the State Personnel Board
in legal proceedings. Speakman
and her husband, Steve, live in
Auburn, Ala.

is employed at First Bank and
Trust Company. The couple
lives in Staunton, Va.

Jennifer Tate (see Matthew
Crowder, '96).

2000

199 8
Dr. David w. Judy of Upper
Tract, WVa., earned a doctor
of osteopathic medicine degree
from West Virginia School of
Osteopathic Medicine in May.
Harvey S. Leddy and Amanda
have their second child, a son,
Stephen Joseph, born April 27.
The family lives in Christians
burg, Va.
Brandy Franklin Mehaffey and
Danny Mehaffey Jr., have a son,
Peyton Frederick, born Oct. 4,
2004. The family lives in Rem
ington, Va.

1997

Jennifer Lynn Ho!!shead and
Theodore Trenor Lawhorn
were married May 21. Jennifer
is pursuing graduate studies at
James Madison University. The
couple lives in Staunton, Va.

John C. Sink and Khrysta Kae
Anderson were married April
2. The couple lives in Martins
ville, Va.

April Lynn Parlen and Ronald
Ray Howard were married
Oct. 23, 2004. April earned a
master of arts degree in school
psychology from James Madi
son University and is a school
psychologist for Warren County
Public Schools. The couple lives
in Broadway, Va.

Sarah Whitney cash and Jererny
Lee Wilcher were married Aug.
14, 2004. Sarah is employed
as a PC/Network technician at
Shenandoah Valley Social Ser
vices in Verona, Va. The couple
lives in Fishersville, Va.

Peyton Frederick MeHaffey

1999
Jonathan and Kara Staufer
Brush have a new daughter,
Ashleigh Grace, born May 5.
Jonathan is director of admis
sions and marketing at Bridge
water College. The family lives
in Weyers Cave, Va.

2001

Dr. Kimberly F. Wyrick of Har
risonburg, Va., earned a doctor
of osteopathic medicine degree
from Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine in June.
She is completing a residency
at Shenandoah Valley Fam
ily Practice in Winchester and
Front Royal, Va. (see photo)

2002
Kathryn Denise Harner and
Robert William Taylor, '04,
were married April 23. Robert
is a graduate of the U.S. Navy
Recruit Training Command in

Meean Lindsay Snyder and
Christopher Sean Kincheloe
were married Dec. 18. Megan

Kristin Micheale Finn-McKen
zie and Patrick Lee Lam were
married April 30. Kristin is a
teacher for Harrisonburg City
Public Schools and a lifeguard at
Massanutten Resort. The couple
lives in Keezletown, Va.
Michelle Lee Swink and Wesley
Hilbert were married June 11.
The couple lives in Bridgewa
ter, Va.
Jeremy w. Taylor and Marea
ret (Me!!I Massie, '05, were
married Sept. 5, 2004. Both
Jeremy and Meg live and work
at Massanutten Resort in McGa
heysville, Va.

2005
Jennifer Jean Ishee and Mat
thew Whiting Deveau were mar
ried June 18. The couple lives in
Charlottesville, Va.

Kimberley Wyrick

Melissa Mason (see John Dull,
'04).

Chad E. Coffey and Rachel Lee
Siron, '05, were married June
26. The couple lives in Mount
Solon, Va. Chad is a special ed
ucation teacher in the Augusta
County Schools.

Marearet (Me!!I Massie (see
Jeremy W Taylor, '04).

Holly Annette Duff and Wil
liam Edward Young III were
married Aug. 28, 2004. Holly
is a financial analyst at NTelos.
The couple lives in Waynes
boro, Va.

Rachel Lee Siron (see Chad E.
Coffey, '03).

2004

Carter Ashby Knight

John Dull and Melissa Mason,
'05, were married June 25. The
couple lives in Greenville, N.C.

Robert William Taylor (see Kath
ryn Denise Harner, '02).

Holly G. Moyer and Dean Wood
were married June 24. The cou
ple lives in Stuarts Draft, Va.

Charlie Kni!!ht and Sara Harper
Kni!!ht, '01, have a son, Carter
Ashby, born March 20. The
family lives in Norfolk, Va.
(see photo)

Jacob Andrew Mathers

2003

Sara Harper Kni!!ht (see Charlie
Knight, '99).

Barbara Eye and Haiy in Hua
have their first child, a daugh
ter, Emma Ruth Jun, born June
26. The family lives in Alexan
dria, Va.
Sydney Lei!!h Fultz and Bran
don Gregory John were married
April 9. Sydney earned a master
of science degree and a master
of science in education degree
from Western Illinois University.
She is employed at S. Graham

Great Lakes, Ill., and the Armed
Forces School of Music in Nor
folk, Va. He is a musician with
the United States Navy. The
couple lives in Oahu, Hawaii.

S. Corey Green and Jessica have
a daughter, Halie, born March
18. The family lives in Hager
stown, Md.

Tammy Floyd Stone (see Robert
W Stone, '94).

David Franklin Gayhart and
Emily Hodgson Fowler were
married April 9. David is a
professional firefighter for the
Harrisonburg Fire Department.
The couple lives in Bridgewa
ter, Va.
Christine Carroll Mathers and
Andy have their first child, a
son, Jacob Andrew, born Aug.
29, 2004. Christine is a stay-at
horne morn. The family lives in
Lititz, Pa. (see photo)

and Associates in Chicago. The
couple lives in St. Charles, Ill.

Pamela Dawn Al!!er-Shifflett
and John Paul Snyder were
married May 29, 2004. Pamela
teaches second grade for Page
County Schools. The couple lives
in Bridgewater, Va.

Lucille M. Porter and Greg D.
Shoop were married June 18.
The couple lives in Fairfax, Va.

2006
Courtney Lei!!h Phillips and
William Andrew Wagner were
married May 21. The couple
lives in Monterey, Va.

2008
Jeannie Elizabeth Clemmer
and Derrick Douglas Hite were
married May 14. Jeannie is em
ployed with the Social Security
Administration in Staunton, Va.
The couple lives in Raphine,
Va. ■
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memorials
John B. Gentry, '35, of Milton,
WVa., died June 9.
Louise Nickell Horn, '35, of
Garrett Park, Md., died Sept.
18, 2004, at the age of 88.
Miriam Barnette Holden, '40,
of Winter Haven, Fla., died
March 28, at the age of 83.
She worked for the Pentagon
during World War II and
taught elementary school in
Green Creek, N.C.; Bridgewa
ter, Va.; and Fort Meade, Lake
Alfred and Winter Haven, Fla.
She served as pianist for Ha
ven Primitive Baptist Church
in Winter Haven.
Ruth Elizabeth Mitchell, '41,
of Bridgewater, Va., died April
30, at the age of 85. She at
tended Bridgewater College
for two years before graduating
from the University of Virginia
School of Nursing. Her profes
sional career spanned 35 years
and included assignments of
head nurse, supervisor and as
sistant director of nursing. She

was employed at the University
of Virginia Hospital, The Emer
gency Hospital in Washington,
D.C., and the University of
Michigan Hospital, prior to
entering government service
with the Veterans Administra
tion. In retirement, she enjoyed
traveling and volunteer work.
She was a member of the
Bridgewater United Methodist
Church. Among her survivors is
a sister, Vera Mitchell Harouff,
'37, of Bridgewater; and three
brothers, or. s. Earl Mitchell,
'32, of Slidell, La., or. Olden
Mitchell, '35, of Elkhart, Ind.,
and Dr. Floyd Mitchell, '44, of
Martinsburg, Pa.
Mary Vir!!inia Miller Wampler,
'41, of Bridgewater, Va., died
June 18, at the age of 84. She
had taught first grade and
special education in Maryland
and Tennessee. In retirement,
she did portrayals of Martha
Washington and acted as a lay
speaker for the Church of the
Brethren. She was a member of
the Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren. She was preceeded
in death by her husband, the
Rev. Byron J. Wampler, '43,

Clement A. Bess, a 1959 graduate of Bridgewater Col
lege who served as director of financial aid from 1966 to 1969
and registrar from 1969 to 1984, died June 21. He was 83.
During World War II, Bess served in the U.S. Air Force. He
was a member of the POW MIA Riders of Virginia, where he

who died April 8. Among her
survivors are a son, Dr. David
L. Wampler, '75, of Gardners,
Pa., and a daughter, Marilyn J.
"Jody" Wampler Johnson, '71,
of Greenville, Tenn.
Dr. DWi!!ht H. Shull, '42, of
Bridgewater, Va., died May 6,
at the age of 83. He earned a
D.D.S. degree from the Medi
cal College of Virginia's (MCV)
School of Dentistry, where he
graduated second in his class.
He owned a large dental prac
tice in Bridgewater and was a
member of St. Michael's United
Church of Christ. Shull was a
member of the U.S. Army dur
ing World War II, serving in
the Philippines and Japan, and
was discharged in 1947 with a
rank of captain. An avid out
doorsman, he was a member
of organizations dealing with
conservation, hunting, fishing
and wildflower photography.
He also played baseball at BC,
MCV and in the Valley League.
Among his survivors is a sister,
Martha Shull Peake, '52, of
Wise, Va., and a brother, Or. S.
Cabell Shull, '41, of Oxford,
Miss.
Vir!!inia "Ginny" Colaw Curry,
'42, of W hite Sulphur Springs,
WVa., died Feb. 20, at the age
of 84. She was a bookkeeper
for a power company in north
ern Virginia during World War
II, becoming a homemaker
after her marriage to the late
Robert Wilton Curry in 1945.

served as chaplain.
Following his retirement from Bridgewater College, Bess
began a ministry with the Hospice Unit at Rockingham Memo
rial Hospital. In 1989, he received his license as an industrial
commercial chaplain and served as chaplain of Good Printers
in Bridgewater, Va., for over 10 years.
A member of the Bridgewater Baptist Church, Bess
served as a choir director, Sunday school teacher, deacon and
lay pastor. Throughout the years, he also served as an interim
pastor at many area churches.
- He was married twice. First to the former Donna Fur
man, also '59, who died on April 10, 2004, after 61 years
of marriage. In November 2004, he married the former Pat
Weatherholtz of Harrisonburg, Va., who survives. ■
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Nancy Miller Littlepa!!e, '44,
of Lexington, Va., died April
6, at the age of 82.
Lt. Col. John A. Horn, '48, of
Mount Solon, Va., died May
15, at the age of 82. A veteran
of the U.S. Air Force, he served
as a navigator in the 8th and
5th Air Force during World
War II, and the Korean and
V ietnam wars. He earned 23
decorations and awards. After
World War II, Horn returned
to civilian life, working as a
teacher, assistant principal and
coach. He resumed service with
the Air Force in 1951. After

retiring from military service,
Horn returned to his family's
farm in the Shenandoah Val
ley and became a farmer who
raised beef cattle for over 30
years. He was a member of
Mount Zion United Method
ist Church, serving in many
capacities. Survivors include
his wife, Jacquelyn.

doctor of ministry from Pitts
burgh Theological Seminary. A
member of the East Chippewa
Church of the Brethren, he was
a former youth director at the
Y.M.C.A. in Lima, Ohio, and
branch director of the Y.M.C.A.
in Lowell, Mich. Moore's sur
vivors include his wife, the
former Dr. Ellen Royer.

Donald o. Driver, '49, of
Clifton Forge, Va., died June
24, at the age of 81. He was a
program developer at the Boy's
Home Inc. of Covington and
was a member of the Quaker
Church in Rockbridge County.
He was a World War II Army
veteran. He is survived by his
wife, Barbara. Also among his
survivors is a son, Donald D.
Driver Jr., '74, of Timberville,
Va., and a sister, Audrey Driver,
'49, of Falls Church, Va.

Dale P. warner, '51, of Har
risonburg, Va., died May 4,
at the age of 76. He earned a
master's degree from West Vir
ginia University, and he served
in the U.S. Army and National
Guard from 1951 to 1959. He
was employed by Rockingham
County Public Schools for over
40 years, serving as principal at
Fulks Run and Linville Edom
elementary schools. He also
was a cattle farmer and enjoyed
hunting. He was a member of
Muhlenberg Lutheran Church.
He is survived by his wife, Do
ris. Also among his survivors is
a brother, March Warner, '51,
of Annapolis, Md.

HubertW. Moneer, '49, of Mc
Gaheysville, Va., died June 27,
at the age of 85. A World War II
veteran, he was a teacher, coach
and high school principal. He
earned a master of school
administration degree from
the University of Virginia, and
served as principal of Wilson
Memorial High School in Fish
ersville, Va. Moving to Louisa
County, Monger served as
school superintendent for three
years before completing his
professional career as Culpeper
County school superintendent.
He retired in 1981. A lifelong
member of Mount Olivet
Christian Church, he was ac
tive in numerous roles and as a
lifetime deacon. His wife of 63
years, Doreen, survives.
Helen Garrette Fahnestock
Calp, '50, of Virginia Beach,
Va., died March 1, 2004, at
the age of 75.
or. Rommie F. Moore, '51, of
Rittman, Ohio, died July 5, at
the age of 7 5'. An ordained
minister in the Church of the
Brethren, he served churches
in Michigan, Indiana and Ohio.
He earned a master of divinity
degree from Bethany Theologi
cal Seminary in Chicago, and a

Bettie Louise Kile Buckwalter,
'53, of Lititz, Pa., died April 16,
following a long illness. She
was 82. She taught kindergar
ten at John Beck Elementary
School in Brunnerville, Pa.,
for 18 years. A member of
Lititz Moravian Church, she
was a soloist for many years
at First Church of God and
Grace Lutheran Church, both
in Lancaster, Pa. She also was
an avid bowler. Buckwalter is
survived by Marvin, her hus
band of 33 years.
Roberto. Hutchinson, '54, of
Bridgewater, Va., died July 29,
at the age of 82. He was vice
president of the First Virginia
Planters Bank, retiring after 30
years of service. He served in
the U.S. Army during World

War II and was a member of
the Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren, where he was a past
Sunday school superintendent
and Sunday school teacher.
He had served as president
and zone governor of the
Bridgewater Ruritan Club,
and was a former member of
the Bridgewater Town Council.
He is survived by his wife, Di
cie. Also among his survivors is
a son, Philip Hutchinson, '74,
of Bridgewater, Va.
Richard H. Keplineer, '62,
of Hagerstown, Md., died
Dec. 8.
Mary LOU De Poy, '87, of
Mount Crawford, Va., died
April 25, at the age of 43.
She was a teacher at Clymore
Elementary School and was an
active member of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. She enjoyed her flower
gardens, fish pond and two
cats. Among her survivors is
her mother, Mar y Elizabeth
Myers De Poy, '58, of Mount
Crawford.
Michele Lynn Ray Caldwell,
'93, of Lancaster, Pa., died
July 11, following a long, cou
rageous battle with melanoma.
She was 33. She was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church of Lancaster, where she
was involved in the Chancel
Choir. In 1995, she graduated
with a registered nurse degree
from Lancaster General Hospi
tal School of Nursing and was
a charge nurse in the Intensive
Care Unit, at LGH for over
nine years. She was an emer
gency medical technician at the
former Quarryville Community
Ambulance and East Lampeter
Ambulance associations. Sur
vivors include her husband,
Gregory. ■
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Deborah (Debby> Elaine Brown, a rising senior at
Bridgewater College, died June 19, in an automobile accident
while traveling from her home in Granville, N.Y., to a horse
show in Lexington Va. She was 21.
At Bridgewater, Brown was double majoring in French
and communication studies. During the fall semester of her ju
nior year, she spent a semester studying in Strasbourg, France,
under the Brethren Colleges Abroad program. She was active
in the Equestrian Club and was a member of the College's
Equestrian Team.
"Much of the glory of the Bridgewater Equestrian Team
may be attributed to Debby's hard work, enthusiasm and
dedication," says Ashley Tantawi-Mayes, a 2005 BC gradu
ate. "Perhaps not always in the show ring, but undoubtedly
always on the side lines ... Debby was a true team player and
an asset to the riding program at Bridgewater."
A certified horseback riding instructor, Brown enjoyed
training and riding horses. She was a member of the Vermont
National Barrel Horse Association and American Professional
Rodeo Association.
On her 16th birthday; Brown soloed a single engine land
airplane and obtained her private pilot's license on her 1 7"'
birthday.
She is survived by her parents, Jerry and Davene Brown
of Granville, N. Y., a brother, Dan, and a sister, Amy. ■

Caroline Byrd Keeney, a rising sophomore at Bridgewa

ter College, died Aug. 7, following a courageous battle with
brain cancer. She was 19.
Being diagnosed with cancer as a young child, Keeney
had a bone marrow transplant at age 3. She lived each day to
the fullest, never letting the disease define who she was or
limit how she lived her life.
At Bridgewater College, Keeney was majoring in history
and political science and was active in the Equestrian Club.
"Caroline's presence brought a particular spark of hope
and motivation to the Bridgewater Equitation Club," says
Ashley Tantawi-Mayes, a 2005 BC graduate. "The bravery
and courage that Caroline carried with her as she battled
cancer continually lifted the club's spirits ...she will forever be
remembered for her triumph; as an individual.who made the
most out of life, regardless of the cards she was dealt."
A 2004 graduate of The Collegiate School in Richmond,
Va., Keeney was a lifelong member of All Saints Episcopal
Church. She was involved in a number of charitable activities.
Keeney is survived by her parents, Bruce and Mary
Taliaferro Keeney; and two brothers, B. Bennett Keeney Jr. and
Carter Keeney; all of Richmond, Va. ■

■
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memorials
John B. Gentry, '35, ofMilton,
W.Va., died June 9.
Louise Nickell Horn, '35, of
Garrett Park, Md., died Sept.
18, 2004, at the age of 88.
Miriam Barnette Holden, '40,
of Winter Haven, Fla., died
March 28, at the age of 83.
She worked for the Pentagon
during World War II and
taught elementary school in
Green Creek, N.C.; Bridgewa
ter, Va.; and Fort Meade, Lake
Alfred and Winter Haven, Fla.
She served as pianist for Ha
ven Primitive Baptist Church
in Winter Haven.
Ruth Elizabeth Mitchell, '41,
of Bridgewater, Va., died April
30, at the age of 85. She at
tended Bridgewater College
for two years before graduating
from the University of Virginia
School of Nursing. Her profes
sional career spanned 35 years
and included assignments of
head nurse, supervisor and as
sistant director of nursing. She

was employed at the University
of Virginia Hospital, The Emer
gency Hospital in Washington,
D.C., and the University of
Michigan Hospital, prior to
entering government service
with the Veterans Administra
tion. In retirement, she enjoyed
traveling and volunteer work.
She was a member of the
Bridgewater United Methodist
Church. Among her survivors is
a sister, Vera Mitchell Harouff,
'37, of Bridgewater; and three
brothers, Dr. s. Earl Mitchell,
'32, of Slidell, La., Dr. Olden
Mitchell, '35, of Elkhart, Ind.,
and Dr. Floyd Mitchell, '44, of
Martinsburg, Pa.
Marv Vir!!inia Miller Wampler,
'41, of Bridgewater, Va., died
June 18, at the age of 84. She
had taught first grade and
special education in Maryland
and Tennessee. In retirement,
she did portrayals of Martha
Washington and acted as a lay
speaker for the Church of the
Brethren. She was a member of
the Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren. She was preceeded
in death by her husband, the
Rev. Byron J. Wampler, '43,

Clement A. Bess, a 1959 graduate of Bridgewater Col
lege who served as director of financial aid from 1966 to 1969
and registrar from 1969 to 1984, died June 21. He was 83.
During World War II, Bess served in the U.S. Air Force. He
was a member of the POW MIA Riders of Virginia, where he

who died April 8. Among her
survivors are a son, Dr. David
L. Wampler, '75, of Gardners,
Pa., and a daughter, Marilyn J.
"Jody"Wampler Johnson, '71,
of Greenville, Tenn.
Dr. DWi!!ht H. Shull, '42, of
Bridgewater, Va., died May 6,
at the age of 83. He earned a
D.D.S. degree from the Medi
cal College of Virginia's (MCV)
School of Dentistry, where he
graduated second in his class.
He owned a large dental prac
tice in Bridgewater and was a
member of St.Michael's United
Church of Christ. Shull was a
member of the U.S. Army dur
ing World War II, serving in
the Philippines and Japan, and
was discharged in 1947 with a
rank of captain. An avid out
doorsman, he was a member
of organizations dealing with
conservation, hunting, fishing
and wildflower photography.
He also played baseball at BC,
MCV and in the Valley League.
Among his survivors is a sister,
Martha Shull Peake, '52, of
Wise, Va., and a brother, Dr. S.
Cabell Shull, '41, of Oxford,
Miss.
Vir!!inia "Ginny" Colaw Curry,
'42, of W hite Sulphur Springs,
W.Va., died Feb. 20, at the age
of 84. She was a bookkeeper
for a power company in north
ern Virginia during World War
II, becoming a homemaker
after her marriage to the late
Robert Wilton Curry in 1945.

served as chaplain.
Following his retirement from Bridgewater College, Bess
began a ministry with the Hospice Unit at Rockingham Memo
rial Hospital. In 1989, he received his license as an industrial
commercial chaplain and served as chaplain of Good Printers
in Bridgewater, Va., for over 10 years.
A member of the Bridgewater Baptist Church, Bess
served as a choir director, Sunday school teacher, deacon and
lay pastor. Throughout the years, he also served as an interim
pastor at many area churches.
- He was married twice. First to the former Donna Fur
man, also '59, who died on April 10, 2004, after 61 years
of marriage. In November 2004, he married the former Pat
Weatherholtz of Harrisonburg, Va., who survives. ■
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Nancy Miller Littlepaee, '44,
of Lexington, Va., died April
6, at the age of 82.
Lt. Col. John A. Horn, '48, of
Mount Solon, Va., died May
15, at the age of 82. A veteran
of the U.S. Air Force, he served
as a navigator in the 8th and
5th Air Force during World
War II, and the Korean and
Vietnam wars. He earned 23
decorations and awards. After
World War II, Horn returned
to civilian life, working as a
teacher, assistant principal and
coach. He resumed service with
the Air Force in 1951. After

retiring from military service,
Horn returned to his family's
farm in the Shenandoah Val
ley and became a farmer who
raised beef cattle for over 30
years. He was a member of
Mount Zion United Method
ist Church, serving in many
capacities. Survivors include
his wife, Jacquelyn.

doctor of ministry from Pitts
burgh Theological Seminary. A
member of the East Chippewa
Church of the Brethren, he was
a former youth director at the
Y.M.C.A. in Lima, Ohio, and
branch director of the Y.M.C.A.
in Lowell, Mich. Moore's sur
vivors include his wife, the
former Dr. Ellen Royer.

Donald o. Driver, '49, of
Clifton Forge, Va., died June
24, at the age of 81. He was a
program developer at the Boy's
Home Inc. of Covington and
was a member of the Quaker
Church in Rockbridge County.
He was a World War II Army
veteran. He is survived by his
wife, Barbara. Also among his
survivors is a son, Donald D.
Driver Jr., '74, of Timberville,
Va., and a sister, Audrey Driver,
'49, of Falls Church, Va.

Dale P. warner, '51, of Har
risonburg, Va., died May 4,
at the age of 76. He earned a
master's degree from West Vir
ginia University, and he served
in the U.S. Army and National
Guard from 1951 to 1959. He
was employed by Rockingham
County Public Schools for over
40 years, serving as principal at
Fulks Run and Linville Edom
elementary schools. He also
was a cattle farmer and enjoyed
hunting. He was a member of
Muhlenberg Lutheran Church.
He is survived by his wife, Do
ris. Also among his survivors is
a brother, March Warner, '51,
of Annapolis, Md.

HubertW. Moneer, '49, ofMc
Gaheysville, Va., died June 27,
at the age of 85. A World War II
veteran, he was a teacher, coach
and high school principal. He
earned a master of school
administration degree from
the University of Virginia, and
served as principal of Wilson
Memorial High School in Fish
ersville, Va. Moving to Louisa
County, Monger served as
school superintendent for three
years before completing his
professional career as Culpeper
County school superintendent.
He retired in 1981. A lifelong
member of Mount Olivet
Christian Church, he was ac
tive in numerous roles and as a
lifetime deacon. His wife of 63
years, Doreen, survives.
Helen Garrette Fahnestock
Calp, '50, of Virginia Beach,
Va., died March 1, 2004, at
the age of 75.
or. Rommie F. Moore, '51, of
Rittman, Ohio, died July 5, at
the age of 75'. An ordained
minister in the Church of the
Brethren, he served churches
inMichigan, Indiana and Ohio.
He earned a master of divinity
degree from Bethany Theologi
cal Seminary in Chicago, and a

Bettie Louise Kile Buckwalter,
'53, of Lititz, Pa., died April 16,
following a long illness. She
was 82. She taught kindergar
ten at John Beck Elementary
School in Brunnerville, Pa.,
for 18 years. A member of
Lititz Moravian Church, she
was a soloist for many years
at First Church of God and
Grace Lutheran Church, both
in Lancaster, Pa. She also was
an avid bowler. Buckwalter is
survived by Marvin, her hus
band of 33 years.
Robert D. Hutchinson, '54, of
Bridgewater, Va., died July 29,
at the age of 82. He was vice
president of the First Virginia
Planters Bank, retiring after 30
years of service. He served in
the U.S. Army during World

War II and was a member of
the Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren, where he was a past
Sunday school superintendent
and Sunday school teacher.
He had served as president
and zone governor of the
Bridgewater Ruritan Club,
and was a former member of
the Bridgewater Town Council.
He is survived by his wife, Di
cie. Also among his survivors is
a son, Philip Hutchinson, '74,
of Bridgewater, Va.
Richard H. Keplineer, '62,
of Hagerstown, Md., died
Dec. 8.
Marv Lou De Pov, '87, of
Mount Crawford, Va., died
April 25, at the age of 43.
She was a teacher at Clymore
Elementary School and was an
active member of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. She enjoyed her flower
gardens, fish pond and two
cats. Among her survivors is
her mother, Marv Elizabeth
Myers De Poy, '58, of Mount
Crawford.
Michele Lynn Rav Caldwell,
'93, of Lancaster, Pa., died
July 11, following a long, cou
rageous battle with melanoma.
She was 33. She was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church of Lancaster, where she
was involved in the Chancel
Choir. In 1995, she graduated
with a registered nurse degree
from Lancaster General Hospi
tal School of Nursing and was
a charge nurse in the Intensive
Care Unit, at LGH for over
nine years. She was an emer
gency medical technician at the
former Quarryville Community
Ambulance and East Lampeter
Ambulance associations. Sur
vivors include her husband,
Gregory.
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Deborah CDebbyl Elaine Brown, a rising senior at
Bridgewater College, died June 19, in an automobile accident
while traveling from her home in Granville, N.Y., to a horse
show in Lexington Va. She was 21.
At Bridgewater, Brown was double majoring in French
and communication studies. During the fall semester of her ju
nior year, she spent a semester studying in Strasbourg, France,
under the Brethren Colleges Abroad program. She was active
in the Equestrian Club and was a member of the College's
Equestrian Team.
"Much of the glory of the Bridgewater Equestrian Team
may be attributed to Debby's hard work, enthusiasm and
dedication," says Ashley Tantawi-Mayes, a 2005 BC gradu
ate. "Perhaps not always in the show ring, but undoubtedly
always on the side lines ...Debby was a true team player and
an asset to the riding program at Bridgewater."
A certified horsebad< riding instructor, Brown enjoyed
training and riding horses. She was a member of the Vermont
National Barrel Horse Association and American Professional
Rodeo Association.
On her 16th birthday; Brown soloed a single engine land
airplane and obtained her private pilot's license on her 1 ?'"
birthday
She is survived by her parents, Jerry and Davene Brown
of Granville, N.Y., a brother, Dan, and a sister, Amy

■

Caroline Byrd Keeney, a rising sophomore at Bridgewa
ter College, died Aug. 7, following a courageous battle with
brain cancer. She was 19.
Being diagnosed with cancer as a young child, Keeney
had a bone marrow transplant at age 3. She lived each day to
the fullest, never letting the disease define who she was or
limit how she lived her life.
At Bridgewater College, Keeney was majoring in history
and political science and was active in the Equestrian Club.
"Caroline's presence brought a particular spark of hope
and motivation to the Bridgewater Equitation Club," says
Ashley Tantawi-Mayes, a 2005 BC graduate. "The bravery
and courage that Caroline carried with her as she battled
cancer continually lifted the club's spirits ...she will forever be
remembered for her triumph; as an individual.who made the
most out of life, regardless of the cards she was dealt."
A 2004 graduate of The Collegiate School in Richmond,
Va., Keeney was a lifelong member of All Saints Episcopal
Church. She was involved in a number of charitable activities.
Keeney is survived by her parents, Bruce and Mary
Taliaferro Keeney; and two brothers, B. Bennett Keeney Jr. and
Carter Keeney; all of Richmond, Va.

■
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From Spring Creek to Bridgewater

A Glimpse of BC's Beginnings
By Karen Doss Bowman, '91

Artwork courtesy of the Alexander Mack Memorial Library Archives

Escape & Relax ...

Late Winter Ar,ts & Events at Bridgewater College

Art
December 2-16
Senior Thesis Extiibition
Thesis work by senior art major Carole Carlton

Daniel Christian Flory's plans for establishing an institution of higher education
began to materialize while he served as principal of the Beaver Creek Graded School
during the 1879-1880 academic session, The nearby Spring Creek
village was an "enterprising village of a few more than 100 inhab
itants," writes Francis Fry Wayland in Bridgewater College: The
First Hundred Years, 1880-1980. The area seemed to be an ideal
location to start the school, as it was the county seat and had a
prosperous farming community. Additionally, Wayland notes, the
town had a church, two schools, two physicians, a dentist, an
undertaker and numerous businesses.

January 13 th - Artist'sTalk/Recepti0n

February 6 - March 3
The Sabbatical Works

This sketch of the building used
by the Spring Creek Normal
School is based on the memories
of two of the school's students.
The sketch was done by Mrs.
Samuel D. (Anna Rebecca
Wampler) Bowman. No photo
graph of the building exists.

This First-known
photograph of what is
today the Bridgewater
College campus was
taken circa 1889. The
building on the right is
the main building, built
in 1883, of the Virginia
Normal School and was
located where the west
end of Flory Hall now
stands. The building
was destroyed by Fire on
Dec. 30, 1889.

The school was located at Spring Creek for the first two sessions and then moved
to Bridgewater in 1882, where it was renamed the Virginia Normal School. One reason
for the relocation was that the location gave easier access to the railroad, which many
students used to travel to and from school. Additionally, a large contingent of the
school's supporters lived near Bridgewater and lobbied for the school to be relocated.
For the first year, classes were held on the second floor of the WH. Sipe Co.
Building on the corner of Main and East College streets. It still stands today. In April
1883, after a successful fund-raising campaign, 10 acres of land were purchased for a
College campus. The school's first building was completed in September, located near
the current Flory H all, and the College community was moved. According to Wayland,
the building housed the principal's office, the library, two classrooms, a kitchen and
dining hall, the chapel and dormitory rooms. For six years, it was the center of
campus life until being destroyed by fire. In 1889, the school became known
as Bridgewater College.

will debate this hotly contested topic. Dr.
Egbert teaches the Physicians and Society
course at Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine. Dr. Cohn is director of medical ethics

Artworks in clay and mixed media by Michael
Hough, associate professor of a�t, comple�ed
during his Fall 2005 sabbatical.

Lectures & Cinema
December 1
Architecture and International
Development
Architect Peter Ozolins has worked in the U.S.,

The Spring Creek Normal School's first session opened in
September 1880 with six students who met in a two-story frame
building that had once been a general store. Students began their day
with a worship service, and each Sunday participated in Bible classes
in the afternoon and worship in the evening. "The German Baptist Brethren students
were expected to comply with their church's order of dress," Wayland writes. The
school also provided a literary society and various athletic opportunities. A variety of
courses was offered in the humanities, sciences and arts.

February 2

Anna B. Mow Endowed Lecture

Dr. Lawrence D. Egbert and Dr. Felicia Cohn

Drawings and paintings by 0'n hia Greene

Madagascar and Tanzania and has designed
education- and health-related projects for
various non-governmental organizations.

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. - Cole Hall

January 26
"Klan-Destine Relationships"
Author, Daryl Davis tells of the unlikely

ed_ucation ajthe University of California, Irvine,

2005 gold medalist, Van Cliburn Piano Competition
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live
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Alexander Kobin, winner ot"the prestigious

accompaniment.

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. - Cole Hall

Van Cliburn Piano Com etifon, will perform
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December 3-4
Seasonal Music
Featuring the BC Oratorio Choir

College of Medicine.

Dr. Jesse Hopkins, conductor

Thursday, 7: 30 p.m. - Cole Rall

azz rhythms,

February 7
Prof. Michael Hough, Artist Talk

A festive concert of se
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John Rutter's, "Gloria;'

ames Weldon

Prof. Hough, a ceramic sculptor for 25 years,
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will discuss the artwork he created during his
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fal,I_ 2005 sabbatical and the creative process

es Willams and

he emriloyed to develop the work.
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Hall

Tuesday, 9:30 a.m. - Cole Hall

-

February9
Civil Liberties - Post CJ/1 �
Nadine Strossen, the first female president of

performance that features sacred and secular

the American Civil Liberties Union, will discuss

works.

the current challenges to civil liberties in the

Monday, 8 p.m. - Carter Center

post-9/11 era.

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. - Cole Hall

Event Tickets: Tickets are required for Lyceums .. All other events are free and tickets are not required.

Invincible Empire Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,

Lyceums: $13 adults/ $10 seniors, students, children. Tickets sold only at the door beginning one hour before the performance.

and his subsequent infiltration of the KKK in

WAN T

Include YOUR news 1n
CLASS NOTES
Keep in touch with your classmates!
Share your career and address changes,
promotions, awards, marriages, babies,
retirements, etc. Photos are welcome
and will be used whenever space permits.
(Note: photos sent via e-mail must be
scanned at 350 dpi or higher and saved as
a .tif or .jpeg.)
Send your news to:
Bridgewater Alumni Magazine
Box 180, Bridgewater College
Bridgewater, VA 22812-1599
e-mail:
AlumNews@Bridgewater.edu
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The Cleo Driver MillerArt Gallery is located in the Kline Campus Centel The gallery is open daily, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

with Roger Kelly, the Imperial Wizard of the
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starring Charlie Chaplin the way it was

relationship that he, a black man, formed
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Lyceum

Experience this silent film classic comedy

A Debate on Assisted Suicide

January 3 - February 1
Relationships

February 21

February 16
Cinema Series: The Gold Rush

his effort to understand racial hatred.

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. - Cole Hall
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From Spring Creek to Bridgewater

A Glimpse of BC's Beginnings
By Karen Doss Bowman, '91

Artwork courtesy of the Alexander Mack Memorial Ubrary Archives

Daniel Christian Flory's plans for establishing an institution of higher education
began to materialize while he served as principal of the Beaver Creek Graded School
during the 1879-1880 academic session, The nearby Spring Creek
village was an "enterprising village of a few more than 100 inhab
itants," writes Francis Fry Wayland in Bridgewater College: The
First Hundred Years, 1880-1980, The area seemed to be an ideal
location to start the school, as it was the county seat and had a
prosperous farming community, Additionally, Wayland notes, the
town had a church, two schools, two physicians, a dentist, an
undertaker and numerous businesses,

Escape & Relax ...

Late Winter Ar;ts & Events at Bridgewater College

Art
December 2 -16
Senior Thesis Exliibition
Thesis work by senior art major Carole Carlton

January 3 - February 1
Relationships

This sketch of the building used
by the Spring Creek Normal
School is based on the memories
of two of the school's students.
The sketch was done by Mrs.
Samuel D. (Anna Rebecca
Wampler) Bowman. No photo
graph of the building exists.

This first-known
photograph of what is
today the Bridgewater
College campus was
taken circa 7889. The
building on the right is
the main building, built
in 7883, of the Virginia
Normal School and was
located where the west
end of Flory Hall now
stands. The building
was destroyed by fire on
Dec. 30, 7889.

The school was located at Spring Creek for the first two sessions and then moved
to Bridgewater in 1882, where it was renamed the Virginia Normal School, One reason
for the relocation was that the location gave easier access to the railroad, which many
students used to travel to and from school. Additionally, a large contingent of the
school's supporters lived near Bridgewater and lobbied for the school to be relocated,
For the first year, classes were held on the second floor of the WH, Sipe Co,
Building on the corner of Main and East College streets, It still stands today, In April
1883, after a successful fund-raising campaign, 10 acres of land were purchased for a
College campus, The school's first building was completed in September, located near
the current Flory Hall, and the College community was moved, According to Wayland,
the building housed the principal's office, the library, two classrooms, a kitchen and
dining hall, the chapel and dormitory rooms, For six years, it was the center of
campus life until being destroyed by fire. In 1889, the school became known
as Bridgewater College,

Experience this silent film classic comedy

February 2
Anna B. Mow Endowed Lecture
A Debate on Assisted Suicide
Dr. Lawrence D. Egbert and Dr. Felicia Cohn

Drawings and paintings by �n hia Greene
January 13'h -Artist's Talk/Reception

February 6 - March 3
The Sabbatical Works

will debate this hotly contested topic. Dr.
Egbert teaches the Physicians and Society
course at Johns Hopkins University School of
- Medicine. Dr. Cohn is director of medical ethics

Artworks in clay and mixed me�ia by Michael
Hough, associate professor of art, completed
during his Fall 2005 sabbatica'.

Lectures & Cin.em.a
December 1
Architecture and International
Development
Architect Peter Ozolins has worked in the U.S.,

The Spring Creek Normal School's first session opened in
September 1880 with six students who met in a two-story frame
building that had once been a general store, Students began their day
with a worship service, and each Sunday participated in Bible classes
in the afternoon and worship in the evening, "The German Baptist Brethren students
were expected to comply with their church's order of dress," Wayland writes, The
school also provided a literary society and various athletic opportunities, A variety of
courses was offered in the humanities, sciences and arts,

February 16
Cinema Series: The Gold Rush

his effort to understand racial hatred.

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. - Cole Hall

Madagascar and Tanzania and has designed
education- and health-related projects for
various non-governmental organizations.
Thursday, 7:30 p.m. - Cole Hall
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Author, Daryl Davis tells of the unlikely
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Prof. Michael Hough, Artist Talk
Prof. Hough, a ceramic sculptor for 25 years,
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falJ 2005 sabbatical and the creative process
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Event Tickets: Tickets are required for Lyceums .. All other events are free and tickets are not required.

Invincible Empire Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,

Lyceums: $13 adults/ $10 seniors, students, children. Tickets sold only at the door beginning one hour before the performance.
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BUSINESS NAME: ______________________
ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP:

------------------------

_____________ BUSINESS PH: __________

NEWS: (please spell out abbreviations)

TODAY'S DATE:_!_ I_

Save the Date
Relive your years
at Bridgewater and
reconnect with friends!

Alumni Weekend 2006

April 21-22
The class of 1956 will be inducted
into the Ripples Society.

Other classes in reunion - 1931, 1936, 1941,
1946, 1951, 1961 and 1966
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